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ABSTRACT
The increased adoption and deployment of cyber-physical systems in critical in-
frastructure in recent years have led to challenging questions about safety and relia-
bility. These systems usually operate in uncertain environments and are required to
satisfy a broad spectrum of specifications. Thus, automated tools are necessary to
alleviate the need for manual design and proof of their correct behaviors. This thesis
studies mathematical and computational frameworks to design correct and optimal
control strategies for discrete-time and continuous-time systems with temporal and
spatial specifications. Signal Temporal Logic (STL) is employed as a rich and expres-
sive language to impose temporal constraints and deadlines on system performance.
The first part of the thesis introduces a novel quantitative semantics for STL that
improves the evaluation of temporal logic specifications. Furthermore, an extension of
STL, called Weighted Signal Temporal Logic (wSTL), is defined in order to formalize
satisfaction priorities of multiple specifications and time preferences in a high-level
specification. Learning-based frameworks are proposed to infer quantitative seman-
tics, and satisfaction priorities and preferences from data.
v
The second part develops optimization frameworks to determine control strate-
gies enforcing the satisfaction of wSTL specifications by different classes of systems.
Mixed-integer programming and gradient-based optimization techniques are studied
to solve the control synthesis problem. Further evaluation and optimization algo-
rithms are presented based on Control Barrier Functions to guarantee continuous-time
satisfaction of safety-critical specifications in a system.
The third part of this thesis focuses on utilizing STL to express spatio-temporal
specifications that are widely used in networks of locally interacting dynamical sys-
tems. Machine learning techniques are used to derive spatio-temporal quantitative
semantics, which is employed in automated frameworks for evaluation and synthesis
of complex spatial and temporal properties. Case studies illustrating the synthesis of
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Cyber-physical systems, increasingly deployed in critical infrastructure in recent
years, require satisfying complex requirements beyond stability or reachability. These
systems, embedded in many engineering disciplines from self-driving cars and robotics
to biological systems, have led to an increasing need for techniques and tools to study
their correct functioning, and to design correct, resilient, and optimal controllers that
satisfy complicated specifications.
In the last decades, there has been a growing trend of using formal methods in
control theory (Baier and Katoen, 2008). Formal methods provide formal certificates
on the system performance, and have become powerful mathematical tools not only
for specification and verification of systems behavior, but also to enable control engi-
neers to synthesize controllers that can satisfy sophisticated objectives (Belta et al.,
2017; Tabuada, 2009). Temporal logics (Clarke et al., 1986; Baier and Katoen, 2008)
are powerful formal languages that can express a broad spectrum of properties and
complicated constraints with sequentiality, deadlines and their elaborate combina-
tions. Due to expressivity and similarity to natural language, temporal logics are
widely used in cyber-physical systems.
Despite important advances in employing temporal logics in control and verifi-
cation of cyber-physical systems, the current techniques are not fully capable of de-
scribing all the complex properties needed in such systems. Most importantly, these
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techniques provide formal certificates that suffer from masking system performance
over time. Moreover, none of the current techniques consider user preferences, such
as preferences on the timing of satisfaction or priorities and importance of different
specifications.
1.2 Proposal
This dissertation addresses the following questions:
1. Can complex temporal and spatial behaviors with different priorities and prefer-
ences be specified in a formal language with well-defined syntax and semantics?
2. Given complex specifications in such a language, can we develop algorithms to
design control strategies that can guarantee satisfaction of these specifications?
3. Can we use such a language to describe spatiotemporal behaviors in networked
dynamical systems, and to develop frameworks that guarantee emergence of
such behaviors?
This dissertation looks into answering these questions using computer aided veri-
fication and model checking (Clarke Jr et al., 2018). We propose a new language to
formally specify temporal and spatiotemporal properties with priorities and prefer-
ences, and to generate control strategies that will guarantee that systems exhibit the
specified behaviors. Through numerous examples and case studies, we will demon-
strate the needs for such techniques, and use them in a wide range of scenarios,
including robotics path planning and cellular pattern synthesis.
This dissertation is divided into three parts:
1. Temporal logics with performance and quantification preferences: We
propose an extension of the signal temporal logic to enable formal description
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of importance and priorities of different specifications and time preferences in
a system. We also introduce a novel quantitative semantics as a unified quan-
tification metric that can capture preferences and frequency of satisfaction of a
temporal specification.
2. Control synthesis under temporal logics: We develop algorithms to syn-
thesize control strategies for systems under temporal constraints. These con-
strains are specified using the logics proposed in the first part. Further evalu-
ation and optimization algorithms are presented to guarantee continuous-time
satisfaction of safety-critical requirements. Applications in robotics path plan-
ning are presented.
3. Temporal logics for spatiotemporal specifications: We augment machine-
learning based spatial quantification metrics with temporal logics in order to
formally describe spatiotemporal specifications. A framework is developed to
verify emergence of desired spatiotemporal specifications in a networked dy-
namical system, and to synthesize system parameters such that system exhibits
the specified spatiotemporal behavior. Applications in spatiotemporal pattern
synthesis in networks of locally interacting cells are presented.
1.3 Related Work
Temporal Logics, including Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (Pnueli, 1977), Metric Tem-
poral Logic (MTL) (Koymans, 1990), and Signal Temporal Logic (STL) (Maler and
Nickovic, 2004) have been used to define rich time-dependent constraints for con-
trol systems in a wide variety of applications, ranging from biological networks and
robotics motion planning to multi-agent cooperative control (Wongpiromsarn et al.,
2012; Kress-Gazit et al., 2009; Raman et al., 2015; Aksaray et al., 2015; Lahijanian
et al., 2016; Tumova and Dimarogonas, 2016; Nikou et al., 2018; Lindemann et al.,
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2019; Barbosa et al., 2019; Chinchali et al., 2019). As a result, different analysis tools
have been developed to formally verify whether a system meets desired temporal re-
quirements, and to design control policies such that these desired temporal behavior
are obtained by a system (Annpureddy et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2013).
The existing techniques for control under temporal logic specifications can be di-
vided into two general categories: automata-based and optimization-based (Belta and
Sadraddini, 2019). Automata-based approaches require computing a finite abstrac-
tion of the system and an automaton representing the temporal logic specifications.
A controller is then synthesized by solving a game over the product automaton (Belta
et al., 2017), which makes this approach computationally expensive in general. The
second approach leverages the definition of quantitative semantics (Donzé and Maler,
2010) for temporal logics by computing a real-value that measures the distance of a
system execution to satisfaction. Consequently, the control problem is formulated as
an optimization problem.
Among the temporal logics, STL is a rich logic equipped with both qualitative and
quantitative semantics, meaning that it not only can assess whether a system meets
desired requirements but also provides a real-value score that determines how well the
desired requirements are met. This quantitative semantics, called robustness, is used
to introduce resilience to the formal synthesis, and utilized to solve complex verifica-
tion and control problems including path planning, motion planning and multi-agent
control with time constraints (Aksaray et al., 2016b; Lindemann et al., 2017; Nikou
et al., 2017; Vasile et al., 2017b; Shoukry et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Moarref and
Kress-Gazit, 2019; Safaoui et al., 2020; Samuel et al., 2020; Varnai and Dimarogonas,
2020). By maximizing the robustness for a given specification, the resilience of satis-
faction of the desired behavior increases against uncertainties. As a result, robustness
has been used as an objective function in different optimization problems.
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Multiple functionals have been proposed to capture the STL quantitative robust-
ness and measure the resilience. The traditional robustness introduced in (Donzé and
Maler, 2010) uses min and max functions over temporal and logical formulae, resulting
in an extreme, sound, non-convex and non-smooth robustness function. Soundness
means a positive score implies satisfaction of the specification, and a negative score
implies violation. This definition was initially used as the objective function in an
optimization problem and maximized using heuristic optimization algorithms such as
Particle Swarm Optimization, Simulated Annealing and Rapidly Exploring Random
Trees (RRTs), in different synthesis, falsification and control problems (Mehdipour
et al., 2018; Abbas and Fainekos, 2012; Vasile et al., 2017c). Exact approaches
in (Karaman et al., 2008; Raman et al., 2014; Saha and Julius, 2016; Kim et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2020b) encoded the temporal and Boolean constraints as Mixed In-
teger Linear Programming (MILP) problems and used off-the-shelf MILP solvers to
maximize the robustness. Although MILP solves the issues of heuristic algorithms
regarding guarantees on finding global optima, they are not generally scalable for
large number of variables or complex temporal constraints, due to their NP-complete
nature. Another drawback of a MILP-based implementation is the necessity of having
both constraints and system dynamics be linear. Later works employed smooth ap-
proximations for max and min to achieve a differentiable robustness and use gradient-
based optimization methods (Pant et al., 2017), (Li et al., 2018). These approaches
are generally more scalable, and despite MILPs, are not restricted to linear dynamical
systems. However, the correctness of solution and soundness property of robustness
is lost due to the approximation errors.
The traditional robustness (Donzé and Maler, 2010) defined using min and max
functions only captures satisfaction (violation) at the most extreme part of the signal,
and, thus, suffers from: 1) a masking effect, where the satisfaction of other parts of
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the specification besides the most extreme one do not contribute to the score, and
2) locality, where only the value of the signal at only one time point determines the
score. These properties have a negative impact when used in optimization problems.
The masking effect hinders optimizers from obtaining gradient information to improve
solutions, while locality results in solutions that are brittle to noise (Mehdipour et al.,
2019a; Mehdipour et al., 2019b; Varnai and Dimarogonas, 2020). Several works have
tackled the aforementioned issues by refining the robustness function to include more
information of the signal, rather than its most extreme satisfying or violating part.
In (Akazaki and Hasuo, 2015), averageSTL robustness was defined using time aver-
age for temporal operators in continuous-time signals and used to solve a falsification
problem. (Lindemann and Dimarogonas, 2019b) improved STL robustness for dis-
crete signals by defining Discrete Average Space Robustness (DASR) for temporal
operators. The authors further removed the non-smoothness by defining a simplified
robustness called Discrete Simplified Average Space Robustness (DSASR). Smooth
Cumulative Robustness (Haghighi et al., 2019) proposed a cumulative score for ro-
bustness by accumulating smooth positive and negative robustness scores. Similar to
the other approximation methods, these smooth definitions require additional con-
straints to be imposed in the optimization problem to guarantee correctness. More
recent works have proposed under-approximations of robustness that are smooth and
can find sound solutions (Gilpin et al., 2021; Varnai and Dimarogonas, 2020).
Another recent interest in enhancement of temporal logics is redefining operators
to further improve their expressivity. Counting Linear Temporal Logic (cLTL) (Sahin
et al., 2019), Probabilistic Temporal Logic (PRTL) (da Silva et al., 2019), Proba-
bilistic Signal Temporal Logic (PrSTL) (Sadigh and Kapoor, 2016), Time Window
Temporal Logic (TWTL) (Vasile et al., 2017a), Past-Time STL (pt-STL) (Aydin and
Gol, 2020), robust LTL (rLTL) (Tabuada and Neider, 2016), and Risk Signal Tem-
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poral Logic (RiSTL) (Lindemann et al., 2020) are examples of such efforts. In LTL,
specifying the preferences of multiple temporal properties was addressed in minimum-
violation (Vasile et al., 2017c) or maximum realizability (Dimitrova et al., 2018) prob-
lems, i.e., if multiple specifications are not realizable for a system, it is preferable to
synthesize a minimally violating or maximally realizing system. These problems were
formulated by assigning priority-based positive numerical weights (weight functions)
to the LTL formulae (Dimitrova et al., 2018) or corresponding deterministic transition
systems (Vasile et al., 2017c). The idea of using priority functions was also studied
in (Hoxha et al., 2018) in order to prioritize optimization of specific parameters in a
mining problem with parametric temporal logic properties. Time Window Temporal
Logic proposed in (Vasile et al., 2017a) enabled specifying preferences on the spec-
ification deadline through temporal (deadline) relaxations and formulation of time
delays. However, for STL specifications, the problem of capturing user preferences,
i.e., importance or priorities of different specifications or the timing of satisfaction is
not well established.
Recently, Control Barrier Functions (CBFs) have been adopted to guarantee sat-
isfaction of systems safety requirements (Wang et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2015). CBFs
were initially used for finding control laws ensuring the system is forward-invariant
in a safe set (Ames et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2015). More recently, CBF has gained
popularity in terms of STL-based planning for systems under temporal tasks. The au-
thors in (Lindemann and Dimarogonas, 2019a; Lindemann and Dimarogonas, 2019)
formulated (a fragment of) STL specifications as CBF constraints to be satisfied at
specific time intervals, and derived continuous-time feedback control laws. In this
formulation, the disjunction operator was not allowed, and the satisfaction relied
on the traditional robustness definition (Donzé and Maler, 2010). Implementation
of the control laws in practice has a major limitation: digitization results in sam-
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pled (discretized) steps. As a result, although in theory CBF provides guarantees
for the continuous-time satisfaction, in practice the CBF constraints are evaluated
to be satisfied at the discrete sampled steps. The same argument holds when using
STL robustness to quantify resilience of satisfaction at the discrete time steps. The
continuous-time system connecting these steps, however, may violate the specifica-
tion. Reducing the sampling time, which increases the computational complexity in
the control design problem, may not be feasible due to the physical limitations on
the control updates, and there still is no guarantee for the continuous-time system
to satisfy the constraints in between these small sampled steps. Another approach
to overcome the digitization issue and eliminate the need to use very small sam-
pling time is to use a continuous-time robustness score (Donzé and Maler, 2010;
Mehdipour et al., 2019b) to evaluate the satisfaction of the continuous-time system.
However, finding the continuous-time closed-form solution of a system may be dif-
ficult or computationally expensive. In (Yang et al., 2019), the authors studied a
(continuous-time) safe path planning problem for linear dynamical systems under
STL tasks. CBFs were formulated as mixed-integer constraints in a discretized sys-
tem and used to check whether the continuous-time path connecting the sampled
steps is safe. This approach was limited to linear systems with linear STL predicates
due to its Mixed-Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) implementation, used bi-
nary encoding of the robustness definition (Donzé and Maler, 2010), and required a
closed-form solutions for the trajectories of the system.
Besides purely temporal specifications, formal methods have also been used to
specify spatial properties in spatially distributed networks. Linear Spatial Superposi-
tion Logic (LSSL) (Grosu et al., 2009) and Tree Spatial Superposition Logic (TSSL)
(Bartocci et al., 2016) are a few examples of such efforts that can only capture spa-
tial properties. A temporal extension of TSSL, called SpaTeL, was introduced in
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(Haghighi et al., 2015). This logic was a unification of TSSL and STL, and was
capable of describing how spatial properties evolve over time. Signal Spatiotempo-
ral Logic (SSTL) (Bortolussi and Nenzi, 2014) and Spatiotemporal Reach and Escape
Logic (STREL) (Bartocci et al., 2017) are other spatial extensions to the signal tem-
poral logic. These logics are much more complicated than pure temporal logics such
as STL since they are designed to capture properties in both space and time, and do
not scale well with the complexity of the specification. Moreover, the complexity of
the implementation makes it more difficult to verify whether specifications expressed
in these logics are satisfied or not.
1.4 Organization and Highlights of Results
This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Preliminaries
This chapter provides the necessary background on signal temporal logics and its
quantitative semantics which is the main focus of this dissertation. Necessary back-
ground on control barrier functions are provided which are used for verifying safety
requirements. Additionally, common notations and a brief description of mathemat-
ical concepts that are used in this dissertation are presented.
Chapter 3: Generalized Robustness for Signal Temporal Logic
This chapter presents a unified family of robustness functions for STL through para-
metric definition of robustness based on general means. Inspired by generalized power
means and functional means, a class of robustness functions is defined from which the
traditional STL robustness and other average-based robustness functions for discrete-
time and continuous-time signals can be retrieved. This definition is parameterized
by two continuous real-value parameters that can be tuned based on a desired level
of conservativeness, masking and locality of the score. The problem of learning the
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robustness function for a specification and inferring accurate values of these design
parameters is formulated and solved as a machine learning regression problem.
Chapter 4: Weighted Signal Temporal Logic
In this chapter, we extend STL to formally capture importance, priorities and pref-
erences of temporal specifications via weights. The extension, called Weighted Signal
Temporal Logic (wSTL), has the same qualitative (Boolean) semantics as STL, but
in addition defines weights associated with Boolean and temporal operators that
modulate its quantitative semantics. We show that all known compatible robust-
ness functionals (i.e., recursively defined over formulae) can be adapted to take into
account the weights in wSTL formulation.
Chapter 5: Control Synthesis Under wSTL Specifications
This chapters provides adapted optimization frameworks for resilient control syn-
thesis under wSTL specifications with weighted generalized robustness functions.
Mixed-Integer encoding of wSTL formulae is provided for linear systems. An it-
erative gradient-based algorithm is also proposed for synthesis in general nonlinear
systems, and system performance from optimizing different robustness measures for
a temporal specification is evaluated.
Chapter 6: Safe Control Synthesis with Control Barrier Functions
In this chapter, a framework is proposed for synthesizing optimal control strategies
for an affine safety-critical control system under wSTL tasks. Using the forward-
invariance property of the CBF constraints, a negative-value reward function is de-
fined to measure the violation of safety-critical specifications by the discretized sys-
tem. We use this negative reward combined with wSTL robustness to formulate an
optimization algorithm in which we optimize the trajectory of the system to maximize
satisfaction of wSTL specifications while guaranteeing continuous-time satisfaction of
the safety-critical requirements.
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Chapter 7: Spatiotemporal Pattern Synthesis
In this section, we demonstrate that STL can be utilized to describe a wide variety
of spatiotemporal properties without using more complicated spatial logics. Inspired
by (Bartocci et al., 2016), we employ a machine learning algorithm to generate STL
descriptors with the spatial information being inferred from data. The STL descrip-
tor is only satisfied when system execution conforms to the specified sequence of the
patterns that were present in the training data. Additionally, STL quantitative se-
mantics is used to transform the dynamic pattern synthesis problem into a single
optimization problem. The proposed framework is used to monitor and to synthesize
spatiotemporal patterning in systems with time-evolving spatial patterns. The appli-
cability of this framework is illustrated in the problem of synthesizing spatiotemporal
patterns in an agent-based model of stem cell differentiation.
Chapter 8: Conclusions





In this chapter, we provide the necessary background on signal temporal logic and
control barrier functions.
2.1 Notations




f f > 0
0 otherwise
and [f]− = −[−f]+,
where f = [f]+ + [f]−. The sign function is denoted by sign ∶ R → {−1,0,1}. The
sets of real, non-negative real, non-negative integer, and natural numbers are denoted
by R, R≥0, Z≥0 and N, respectively. The vectors of ones and zeros of dimension d,
and the d × d identity matrix are denoted by 1d, 0d, Id, respectively. We denote the
Dirac delta function by δτ ∶ R≥0 → R such that δτ(t) = 1 if and only if t = τ , and is





p , where p ∈ R, p ≥ 1,
and x = {x1, . . . xd} ∈ R is an ordered set. Similarly, for a function f ∶ I → R, define
∥f∥p = (∫I f
p(t)dt)
1
p , where I ⊆ R is an interval, and p ∈ R. The length of an interval
I is denoted by ∣I ∣.
2.2 Signal Temporal Logic
Signal Temporal Logic (STL) was introduced in (Maler and Nickovic, 2004) to monitor
and specify temporal properties of signals over time. A signal S ∶ T→M is a function
that maps each time point t in the time domain T to an n-dimensional vector of real
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values S(t) ∈ M ⊆ Rn. The time domain can be continuous or discrete T ⊂ R≥0, and
the set of values of signals is M. STL has Boolean and temporal operators defined
and interpreted over S. The syntax of STL is given by (Maler and Nickovic, 2004):
ϕ ∶= ⊺ ∣ µ ∣ ¬ϕ ∣ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∣ ϕ1 UI ϕ2, (2.1)
where ϕ, ϕ1, ϕ2 are STL formulae, ⊺ is the logical True value, µ ∶= (`(S(t)) ≥ 0) is
a predicate on S(t) with Lipschitz continuous function ` ∶ M → D. The value set of
predicates is a compact interval D = [−α,α], α ∈ R>0, such that a ∈ D implies −a ∈ D.
∧ and ¬ are the Boolean operators for conjunction and negation. ϕ1 UI ϕ2 is the
timed until operator with I = [t1, t2] a time interval, t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0. Logical False value
is given by  = ¬⊺ and other Boolean operators (e.g., disjunction ∨, implication ⇒),
and temporal operators, in particular the time-constrained eventually ♢I and always
◻I operators, can be derived as (Maler and Nickovic, 2004):
ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 = ¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2), ϕ1 Ô⇒ ϕ2 = ¬ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2
♢Iϕ = ⊺UI ϕ, ◻Iϕ = ¬♢I¬ϕ
(2.2)
♢Iϕ is satisfied if “ϕ becomes True at some time in I” while ◻Iϕ is satisfied if “ϕ is
True at all times in I”.
To simplify the notation, time is implicitly understood to belong to the time
domain T, i.e., all time intervals I are interpreted as I ∩ T. For example, [t1, t2] is
an ordered sequence {t1, t1 +∆t, t1 + 2∆t, . . . , t2} if time is uniformly discretized with
time step ∆t. The satisfaction of a specification given as STL formula ϕ with respect
to signal S starting from time t is denoted by (S, t) ⊧ ϕ and defined inductively as
follows (Maler and Nickovic, 2004):
Definition 1 (STL Qualitative Semantics). The satisfaction of the specification given
as STL formula ϕ with respect to signal S starting from time t is denoted by (S, t) ⊧ ϕ
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and defined inductively as follows (Maler and Nickovic, 2004):
(S, t) ⊧ µ ≡ `(S(t)) ≥ 0,
(S, t) ⊧ ¬ϕ ≡ (S, t) ⊭ ϕ,
(S, t) ⊧ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ≡ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ1 ∧ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ2,
(S, t) ⊧ ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ≡ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ1 ∨ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ2,
(S, t) ⊧ ϕ1 UI ϕ2 ≡ ∃t
′ ∈ t + I s.t. (S, t′) ⊧ ϕ2 ∧ ∀t
′′ ∈ [t1, t
′] . (S, t′′) ⊧ ϕ1,
(S, t) ⊧ ♢Iϕ ≡ ∃t
′ ∈ t + I s.t. (S, t′) ⊧ ϕ,
(S, t) ⊧ ◻Iϕ ≡ ∀t
′ ∈ t + I, (S, t′) ⊧ ϕ,
(2.3)
where ⊧ denotes satisfaction, ⊭ denotes violation, and t+ I denotes [t+ t1, t+ t2]. For
simplicity, we use S ⊧ ϕ to denote that a trajectory S satisfies a formula ϕ at time 0,
i.e., (S,0) ⊧ ϕ.
STL quantitative semantics, known as robustness, assigns a real value to indicate
how much a signal satisfies or violates a specification (Donzé and Maler, 2010).
Definition 2 (STL Robustness). Given a specification ϕ and a signal S, the robust-
ness score ρ(ϕ,S, t) at time t is recursively computed as (Donzé and Maler, 2010):
ρ(⊺, S, t) ∶= ρ⊺,
ρ(µ,S, t) ∶= `(S(t))),
ρ (¬ϕ,S, t) ∶= − ρ(ϕ,S, t),
ρ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, S, t) ∶=min (ρ(ϕ1, S, t), ρ(ϕ2, S, t)) ,
ρ (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, S, t) ∶=max (ρ(ϕ1, S, t), ρ(ϕ2, S, t)) ,
ρ(ϕ1 UI ϕ2) ∶= sup
t′∈t+I





ρ (♢Iϕ,S, t) ∶= sup
t′∈t+I
ρ(ϕ,S, t′),




where ρ⊺ = supD is the maximum robustness and ρ = inf D is the minimum robust-
ness.
Theorem 1 (Soundness). The robustness score is sound, meaning that ρ (ϕ,S, t) > 0
implies that signal S satisfies ϕ at time t, and ρ (ϕ,S, t) < 0 implies that S violates ϕ
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at time t (Donzé and Maler, 2010).
ρ(ϕ,S, t) > 0⇒ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ,
ρ(ϕ,S, t) < 0⇒ (S, t) /⊧ ϕ.
(2.5)
Definition 3 (STL Horizon). The time horizon of a STL formula can be simply
defined as the largest time step in the future for which signal values are needed in
order to compute the robustness at the current time point (Dokhanchi et al., 2014).
For instance, the horizon of the formula ϕ = ♢[0,t1]◻[0,t2](S > 0) is t1 + t2.
Remark 1. We refer to ρ(ϕ,S, t) as traditional robustness. For simplicity, we use
ρ(ϕ,S) to denote the robustness at t = 0.
2.3 Boolean Algebra
A Boolean algebra is a 6-tuple (D,⊓,⊔, n, ρ⊺, ρ), where ⊓, ⊔, and n are the con-
junction, disjunction, and negation Boolean operations on D, ρ⊺, ρ are the top and
bottom elements, respectively (Davey and Priestley, 2002).
Recall the identity and absorption laws of Boolean algebras. Let a, b ∈ D, we have
a ⊓ 1 = a, a ⊔ 0 = a (identity) (2.6)
a ⊓ (a ⊔ b) = a, a ⊔ (a ⊓ b) = a (absorption) (2.7)
Boolean algebras are also lattices. Thus, we can define a partial order ≤ on D such
that for a, b ∈ D
a ≤ b ≡ a = a ⊓ b ≡ b = a ⊔ b (2.8)
A particular Boolean algebra that is used in the definition of traditional robust-
ness, is defined such that ⊓ = min, ⊔ = max, and n(x) = −x, where D is the interval
[ρ, ρ⊺] with ρ = −ρ⊺. The order induced by min and max on D is the standard order
relation ≤ on real numbers.
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2.4 Generalized Means
2.4.1 Generalized Power Means
Generalized power means are a family of exponentiation functions used to aggregate
sets of positive real numbers (Hardy et al., 1952). Given a real number p and a
vector of positive real numbers x = {x1, . . . , xd} ∈ Rd≥0, the generalized power mean
with exponent p is defined as:















We abuse the notation, and denote the generalized power mean with exponent p of a
function h ∶ R≥0 → R≥0 defined over the domain I ⊆ R≥0 by

















where ν is either the Lebesgue or discrete measure corresponding to continuous or
discrete time, respectively.
Based on the norm properties, it naturally follows that both Mp and M Ip (h) belong
to R≥0.
Similar to (Hardy et al., 1952), we abide by the convention Mp(x1, . . . , xd) = 0 for
p < 0 and some xi = 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. For the integral version, we take M Ip (h) = 0 if h
vanishes on a proper subset of the interval I.
For p = 1,0,∞,−∞, we recover the arithmetic mean, geometric mean, maximum and
minimum, respectively.
M1(x) =
x1 + . . . + xd
d





M0(x) = (x1 ⋅ . . . ⋅ xd)
1


















h(t)dt is the continuous analog of the discrete product operator and is defined
as exp (∫I ln(h (t))dt) over h ∶ R≥0 → R≥0 (Bashirov et al., 2008).
For any p, q ∈ R such that p < q and x = {x1, . . . , xd} ∈ Rd≥0, we have
Mp(x) ≤Mq(x) (2.11)
The two mean are equal if and only if all xi are all equal (Hardy et al., 1952). From
(2.11) it follows that for all p ∈ R ∪ {±∞} and x ∈ Rd≥0,
M−∞(x) ≤Mp(x) ≤M∞(x) (2.12)
Proposition 1. Generalized power means have the following properties:
1. symmetry: Mp(Px) =Mp(x) for all permutations P ,
2. fixed-point: Mp(α1d) = α,
3. absolutely scalable: Mp(αx) = αMp(x) for α ∈ R≥0,
4. monotonicity in each argument,
5. continuity in each argument.
The proofs are given in (Hardy et al., 1952).
2.4.2 Generalized Functional Means
Generalized F-mean, also known as quasi-arithmetic mean, are generalizations of
generalized power mean using a function g. Given a class of continuous and injective
functions G, function g ∈ G where g ∶ R≥0 → R, a vector of positive real numbers
x = {x1, . . . , xd} ∈ Rd≥0, and domain I ⊆ R≥0, the generalized F-mean associated with
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function g is defined as:


















The generalized power mean can be recovered by taking g(x) = xp, p ∈ R. The
generalized F-mean are also bounded by minimum and maximum in (2.12), However,
generalized F-mean are only guaranteed to satisfy properties 1, 2, and 5 from Prop. 1.
Other properties depend on the function g.
2.4.3 Weighted Arithmetic and Geometric Means
The weighted arithmetic and geometric means of a finite set x = {x1, x2, . . . , xd} with
corresponding non-negative weights W = {w1,w2, . . . ,wd} such that ∑
d
















The max and min functions can be approximated by:











where β > 0 is an adjustable parameter determining an under-approximation of the
true minimum and maximum (Gilpin et al., 2021), and the approximations converge
to the true minimum and maximum as β →∞.
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The sign function can be approximated by:
s̃ignβ(x) ∶= tanh(βx) (2.15)
where β > 0 controls the smoothness of the approximated sign function, and the
standard sign function is retrieved as β →∞.
2.6 System Dynamics
Consider a control affine system given by:
q̇(t) = f(q(t)) + g(q(t))u(t), (2.16)
where q(t) ∈ Q ⊆ Rn, u(t) ∈ U ⊆ Rd and f , g are locally Lipschitz continuous functions.
We denote the initial state of the system at time 0 by q0 ∈ Q ⊆ Rn, and the system
trajectory generated from applying control input u for a finite time T starting from
the initial state q0 by q(q0,u), where u is a function of time. We assume a Lipschitz
constant L is known for system (2.16), i.e., ∥f(q(∆t + t), u) − f(q(t), u)∥ ≤ L∥q(∆t +
t) − q(t)∥.
Definition 4 (Trajectory bound). Given system (2.16), at time t with current state
q(t) and a fixed input ut for duration of ∆t ≥ 0, the distance between the trajectory
q(∆t + t) and q(t) is bounded by rt(∆t) (Yang et al., 2019):







2.7 Control Barrier Functions
Consider a smooth function h ∶ Rn ↦ R and a closed safety set C defined over the
state space as:
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C = {q ∈ Rn∣h(q) ≥ 0},
∂C = {q ∈ Rn∣h(q) = 0},
Int(C) = {q ∈ Rn∣h(q) > 0},
(2.18)
where ∂C is the boundary and Int(C) is the interior of the set. The relative degree
of system (2.16) with respect to h is defined as the smallest natural number rb such
that £g£rb−1f h(q)u ≠ 0, where £ denotes the Lie derivative.
Definition 5 (Forward-invariance). A set C is called forward-invariant for system
(2.16) if q0 ∈ C implies q(t) ∈ C,∀t (Nguyen and Sreenath, 2016).
In (Nguyen and Sreenath, 2016), an Exponential Control Barrier Function (ECBF)
is defined to ensure forward-invariance for system (2.16).
Definition 6 (Exponential Control Barrier Function). Consider system (2.16), safety
set C in (2.18) and h(q) with relative degree rb. h(q) is an Exponential Control
Barrier Function (ECBF) implying forward-invariance of system (2.16) if there exists
Kb ∈ R1×rb , such that (Nguyen and Sreenath, 2016):
inf
u∈U
[£rbf h(q) + £g£
rb−1
f h(q)u +Kbξb(q)] ≥ 0,∀q ∈ Int(C), (2.19)
where ξb(q) is a transverse variable ξb(q) = [h(q), ḣ(q), ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, hrb(q)]
T
. Kb is selected
to stabilize the input-output linearized system for ξb(q) and is determined using pole
placement for system (2.20) such that Ab −BbKb has negative real eigenvalues:
ξ̇b(q) = Abξb(q) +Bbuξ,
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,Cb = [1 0 . . . 0] , (2.20)
where u = (£g£rb−1f h(q))−1(uξ − £
rb
f h(q)).
Definition 7 (Zeroing Control Barrier Function). A special case of ECBF for systems
with relative degree rb = 1 is Zeroing Control Barrier Function (ZCBF) which implies
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forward-invariance if there exists a class-K function α such that (Xu et al., 2015)
inf
u∈U
[£fh(q) + £gh(q)u + α(h(q))] ≥ 0,∀q ∈ Int(C). (2.21)
2.8 Zeroth-Order Hold Input
At each update time tk, a Zeroth-Order hold (ZOH) holds input value utk constant
for one sample interval Ts:
u(t) = utk , kTs ≤ t < (k + 1)Ts (2.22)
where T is the total time horizon, k ∈ Z≥0, k < TTs .
2.9 Binary Classification
Given a set of labeled training samples, the main purpose of classification is to draw
decision boundaries that can separate different classes. A class is a set of data points
with the same label. Consider a 2 class classification problem with a set of N samples.
Each sample is indicated by a tuple [(Xi, yi)], where Xi ∈ Rn is the ith sample (with
n features) and yi ∈ {−1,1} is its associated label with yi = 1 representing positive
samples and yi = −1 representing negative ones. A linear classifier finds a decision
boundary to separate samples of different classes based on a linear combination of
a set of weights and the feature vector, formulated by ωTX + b = 0. The resulting
classifier is in the form of (Abe, 2005):
f(X) = sign (ωTX + b) , (2.23)
therefore, f(X) classifies a test sample X ∈ Rn as a member of the positive class if
ωTX + b > 0, and of the negative class if ωTX + b < 0.
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Chapter 3
Generalized Robustness for Signal
Temporal Logic
Robustness provides a quantitative score to measure satisfaction of a specification
given as a temporal logic formulae. In this chapter, we employ generalized power
means and functional means to define a unified family of robustness functions which
can reflect the robust satisfaction of a STL specification in space and time. The pro-
posed robustness function is parameterized by two continuous value parameters that
affect conservativeness of the satisfaction score, and can be chosen based on desired
requirements on the system performance. We also demonstrate how the robustness
definition and performance evaluation of a signal over a pre-defined STL formula can
be learned from data.
Throughout this chapter, we assume signals are bounded and their components
belong to the interval D (See Sec. 2.2).
3.1 Locality and Masking Effects
Before we introduce the family of robustness scores based on generalized means, we
formally define two properties that led to the development of the proposed quantita-
tive semantics.
Let ϕ be the set of all STL formulae as defined by (2.1). Let r be a sound
robustness score, i.e., r(ϕ,S, t) > 0 Ô⇒ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ, and r(ϕ,S, t) < 0 Ô⇒ (S, t) /⊧ ϕ.
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Definition 8 (Locality). The robustness r is said to be local if its value depends only
on the value of signals at a single time instant. Formally, locality describes that for
every STL formula φ ∈ ϕ with hzφ > 0, signal S, and t ∈ R≥0, there exists τ ≥ t such
that r(φ,S, t) = r(φ,S ⋅ δτ , t), where δτ is the Dirac delta function at τ .
Def. 8 implies that robustness r ignores the values of the signal S except at time
τ .
Definition 9 (Masking). The robustness r is said to be masking over conjunction
and disjunction if its values for ∧ and ∨ operators depend on the robustness score
of a particular subformula, respectively. Formally, conjunction is masking if r(ϕ1 ∧
ϕ2, S, t) = r(ϕ1, S, t) whenever r(ϕ1, S, t) ≤ r(ϕ2, S, t), and disjunction is masking if
r(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, S, t) = r(ϕ1, S, t) whenever r(ϕ1, S, t) ≥ r(ϕ2, S, t), where ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ ϕ and
t ∈ R≥0.
Def. 9 implies that all but one operand in conjunction and disjunction formulae
are ignored for computing the overall robustness score r.
Proposition 2. The canonical (traditional) robustness score ρ(ϕ,S, t) (Donzé and
Maler, 2010) is local, and masking with respect to conjunction and disjunction.
Proof. Locality and masking are consequences of the lattice structure of Boolean
algebras as described in Sec. 2.3.
In the next example, we explain the effect of locality and masking of the traditional
robustness.
Example 1. Consider a car driving in the environment shown in Fig. 3⋅1. Assume
the car is required to always drive in the assigned lane (0 ≤ y ≤ 4). We can write
this requirement as a STL formula ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, where ϕ1 = ◻[1,10]y(t) ≥ 0m and
ϕ2 = ◻[1,10]y(t) ≤ 4m. Consider a sample trajectory S1 in Fig. 3⋅1, S1 satisfies ϕ1
starting at time 0, i.e., S1 ⊧ ϕ1 but exceeds the lane boundary and violates ϕ2, i.e.,
S1 ⊭ ϕ2. Although S1 violates ϕ2 at t = 5,6,7, the traditional robustness only considers
the most violating time at t = 6. Therefore, we have ρ(ϕ2, S1) = ρ(ϕ2, S1 ⋅ δ6) = −2
(locality). Next, assume the car has to follow a maximum speed limit given by a STL
formula ϕ3 = ◻[1,10]v(t) ≤ 5
m
s , and the maximum speed of the car given by trajectory
S1 is 5.3
m
s . Although S1 violates ϕ3 with ρ(ϕ3, S1) = −0.3, the traditional robustness
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of ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 is only dependent on the robustness of ϕ2, i.e., ρ(ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3, S1) = ρ(ϕ2, S1)
(masking).














Figure 3⋅1: Trajectories S1 and S2 in Example 1: the dots represent
the positions at discrete times t = 0,1, . . . ,10 (the continuous interpo-
lation is shown for visualization).
Locality and masking may be desired in applications involving monitoring, where
the portions of the formulae and signals that lead to largest violation need to be
identified. However, the consequences of locality and masking are most important in
optimization problems arising in control synthesis (Sadraddini and Belta, 2015), and
temporal logic inference (Xu et al., 2019). The masking and locality properties imply
the existence of plateaus in the robustness landscape, and, thus, provide little gradient
information during the optimization. Moreover, in the other parts of the landscape,
only a very small part of the formula and signal contributes gradient information.
In the following, we formally define a class of robustness functions with tunable
design parameters that can modulate the level of masking and locality.
3.2 Generalized Mean Robustness
We first define functions associated with Boolean operators that will be used in the
proposed robustness definition.
Let △ ∶ Dd → D be the d-ary conjunction function defined over x = {x1, . . . , xd}
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Mp(x1, . . . , xd) if min(x) > 0
−Mq(−[x1]−, . . . ,−[xd]−) else
(3.1)
More explicitly, the conjunction function △ is determined by the power mean with
exponent p if ∀i ∶ xi > 0, thus, it is positive (Mp(x) > 0); otherwise by the power
mean with exponent q defined over xi ≤ 0, thus, it is non-positive (−Mq(−[x]−) ≤ 0).
The branches in (3.1) enable us to define a sound robustness function.
Negation is associated with the function n ∶ D→ D given by n(x) = −x.
The disjunction function ▽ is defined from conjunction by DeMorgan’s law, i.e.,





Mq([x1]+, . . . , [xd]+) if ∃i ∶ xi > 0
−Mp(−x1, . . . ,−xd) else
(3.2)
With a slight abuse of notation, we denote the conjunction function over a continuum





M Ip (h) inft∈I{h(t)} > 0
−M Iq (−[h]−) else
(3.3)






M Iq ([h]+) supt∈I{h(t)} > 0
−M Ip (−h) else
(3.4)
An immediate consequence of (2.12) is that the conjunction and disjunction func-
tions are bounded by the smallest and largest values of x, respectively. Therefore, for
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all p and q, we have:
△(x1, . . . , xd) ≥M−∞(x1, . . . , xd) = min{x1, . . . , xd} (3.5)
▽(x1, . . . , xd) ≤M∞(x1, . . . , xd) = max{x1, . . . , xd} (3.6)
In the following, we define generalized power mean robustness as the quantitative
valuation to measure the degree of a specification expressed by conjunction, disjunc-
tion and negation functions being true or false.
Definition 10 (Power Mean Robustness). Let S ∶ R≥0 → Dn, and ϕ be a STL formula.
The generalized power mean robustness of order (p, q) for signal S and formula ϕ at
time t is denoted by ηp,q and recursively defined as:
ηp,q(⊺, S, t) ∶= supD (3.7)
ηp,q(µ,S, t) ∶= `(S(t)) (3.8)
ηp,q(¬ϕ,S, t) ∶= n(ηp,q(ϕ,S, t)) (3.9)
ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, S, t) ∶=△ (ηp,q(ϕ1, S, t), ηp,q(ϕ2, S, t)) (3.10)
ηp,q(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, S, t) ∶=▽ (ηp,q(ϕ1, S, t), ηp,q(ϕ2, S, t)) (3.11)
ηp,q(◻Iϕ,S, t) ∶=△t+I (ηp,q(ϕ,S, t
′)) (3.12)
ηp,q(♢Iϕ,S, t) ∶=▽t+I (ηp,q(ϕ,S, t
′)) (3.13)




where p, q ∈ R ∪ {±∞}, t′ ∈ t + I, and t′′ ∈ [t1, t′].
Similar to the traditional robustness, we denote ηp,q(ϕ,S,0) by ηp,q(ϕ,S).
In the following, we relate the family of power mean robustness to the traditional
robustness, and characterize the properties of this new definition. First, we show the
family of power mean robustness is consistent with the semantics of STL.
Theorem 2 (Power Mean Robustness Soundness). The generalized power mean ro-
bustness is sound for all orders p, q ∈ R∪{±∞}, meaning that a strictly positive power
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mean robustness implies satisfaction of the specification, and a strictly negative power
mean robustness implies violation of the specification:
ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) > 0 ⇐⇒ ρ(ϕ,S, t) > 0 Ô⇒ (S, t) ⊧ ϕ,
ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) < 0 ⇐⇒ ρ(ϕ,S, t) < 0 Ô⇒ (S, t) ⊭ ϕ.
(3.16)
Proof. We prove the theorem by structural induction over the formula ϕ. The base
case corresponding to ϕ ∈ {⊺,, µ} is trivially true by definition from (3.7),(3.8),(3.9).
We have the following induction cases:
Negation: Let φ = ¬ϕ and ηp,q(φ,S, t) > 0. From (3.9), we have ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) < 0, and
by the induction hypothesis S /⊧ ϕ. Thus, S ⊧ φ given ηp,q(φ,S, t) > 0. Similarly, for
ηp,q(φ,S, t) < 0, we have S ⊭ φ.
Conjunction: Let φ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 and ηp,q(φ,S, t) > 0. Assume that one or
both ηp,q(ϕi, S, t) < 0, i = 1,2, then from (3.10), (3.1) we get ηp,q(φ,S, t) =
−Mq(−[ηp,q(ϕ1, S, t)]−,−[ηp,q(ϕ2, S, t)]−) which is negative and contradicts the as-
sumption that η(φ,S, t) > 0. It follows that ηp,q(ϕi, S, t) > 0, i = 1,2. By the induction
hypothesis S ⊧ ϕi, i = 1,2, and thus S ⊧ φ. Same analysis is applied for the case where
ηp,q(φ,S, t) < 0. We assume ηp,q(ϕi, S, t) > 0, i = 1,2. From (3.10), (3.1) it, follows
that ηp,q(φ,S, t) =Mp(ηp,q(ϕ1, S, t), ηp,q(ϕ2, S, t)) > 0 which is a contradiction. Thus,
we have either ηp,q(ϕ1, S, t) < 0 or ηp,q(ϕ2, S, t) < 0 or both. Again by the induction
hypothesis S /⊧ ϕ1 or S /⊧ ϕ2, therefore, S /⊧ φ.
Disjunction: Follows similarly to the conjunction case.
Globally: Let φ = ◻Iϕ, and ηp,q(φ,S, t) > 0. Assume that there is t′′ ∈ t + I such that
ηp,q(ϕ,S, t′′) < 0, then from (3.12), (3.3) we get ηp,q(φ,S, t) = −M Iq (−[ηp,q(ϕ,S, t
′)]−) <
0 which contradicts the assumption that ηp,q(φ,S, t) > 0. It follows that ηp,q(ϕ,S, t′) >
0, ∀t′ ∈ t+ I. By the induction hypothesis S(t′) ⊧ ϕ, ∀t′ ∈ t+ I, and thus S ⊧ φ. Simi-
larly, for the case where ηp,q(φ,S, t) < 0, assume that for all t′ ∈ t+ I, ηp,q(ϕ,S, t′) > 0.
From (3.12), (3.3) we have ηp,q(φ,S, t) = M Ip (ηp,q(ϕ,S, t
′)) > 0 which is a contradic-
tion. Thus, we have ηp,q(ϕ,S, t′′) < 0 for some t′′ ∈ t + I. Again by the induction
hypothesis S(t′′) /⊧ ϕ, thus S /⊧ φ.
Eventually: Follows similarly to the globally case.
Until: Follows similarly to the globally and Eventually case.
Soundness can be viewed as a sign consistency between generalized power mean
and traditional robustness scores. The next result shows how the magnitude of the
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power mean robustness changes with the two parameters of the proposed family.
Theorem 3. For any STL formula ϕ and signal S, we have ∣ηp,q(ϕ,S, t)∣ <
∣ηp′,q′(ϕ,S, t)∣, for any p < p′ and q < q′.
Proof. The claim follows from (2.11) by structural induction over the formula ϕ.
As opposed to traditional robustness, the proposed family is maximally satisfied
(violated) for a formula if all its sub-formulae are maximally satisfied (violated).
Proposition 3. Let S be a signal, ϕ a STL formula with horizon I and sub-formulae
ϕi, and p, q ∈ R. If ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) = ρ⊺, then ηp,q(ϕi, S, t) = ρ⊺ for all sub-formulae ϕi and
times t ∈ I as given by Def. 10. Similarly, if ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) = ρ, then ηp,q(ϕi, S, t) = ρ
for all sub-formulae ϕi and times t ∈ I in Def. 10.
Proof. The proof is similar to Thm. 2 and holds for any real value p, q (Hardy et al.,
1952, Sec.2.9).
The next result shows that the generalized power mean robustness of finite or-
der ∣p∣, ∣q∣ < ∞ avoids the masking and locality issues of the canonical (traditional)
robustness in (2.4).
Theorem 4. For p, q ∈ R, the robustness ηp,q is non-local, and non-masking with
respect to conjunction and disjunction.
Proof. First, consider the non-masking property. Let ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 and t ∈ R≥0, such
that ηp,q(ϕ1, S, t) ≤ ηp,q(ϕ2, S, t). For brevity, denote ηi = ηp,q(ϕi, S, t), i ∈ {1,2}.
Assume that η1 > 0. By Def. 10, ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) =Mp(η1, η2). Thus, mini ηi < ηp,q(ϕ,S, t) <
maxi ηi, i ∈ {1,2} unless η1 = η2 due to (2.12). Since this property has to hold for
all formulae ϕi, i ∈ {1,2}, and times t ≥ 0, it follows that the family of generalized
power mean robustness is non-masking with respect to conjunction. Non-masking for
disjunction follows in a similar way.
Next, we show that ηp,q is non-local. Consider ϕ = ♢[0,T ]S ≥ 0, and a continuous
scalar signal S taking positive values. It follows that inf[0,T ] S(t) > 0, and by Def. 10,
ηp,q(ϕ,S) =M
[0,T ]








. The latter identity shows that ηp,q(ϕ,S)
depends on all values of the signal in the time domain [0, T ]. Thus, the generalized
power mean robustness is non-local.
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Definition 11 (Functional Mean Robustness). Let S ∶ R≥0 → Dn, G be a class
of continuous and injective functions, and ϕ be a STL formula. The generalized
functional mean robustness ηc,g with functions c, g ∈ G for signal S and formula
ϕ at time t is recursively defined similar to Def. 10, where the d-ary conjunction
function and the conjunction function over a continuum of values are defined based





Fc(x1, . . . , xd) if min(x) > 0





F Ic (h) inft∈I{h(t)} > 0
−F Ig (−[h]−) else
(3.17)
The negation and disjunction functions are defined similarly by DeMorgan’s law.
Generalized F-mean robustness is guaranteed to satisfy Thm. 3 and Prop. 3. Sat-
isfaction of Thm. 2 and Thm. 4 for F-mean robustness depends on the functions
c, g.
3.2.1 Logical Properties of Generalized Mean Robustness
Similar to the traditional robustness, the proposed family of generalized mean robust-
ness satisfies the following properties.
Proposition 4. The power mean robustness for all orders p, q ∈ R ∪ {±∞} holds the
following:
1. Commutativity: ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, S) = ηp,q(ϕ2 ∧ ϕ1, S)
2. Idempotence: ηp,q(ϕ ∧ ϕ,S) = ηp,q(ϕ,S)
3. Absolutely scalable: ηp,q(ϕ,αS) = α ⋅ ηp,q(ϕ,S) for α ∈ R≥0,
4. Monotonicity: ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, S) ≤ ηp,q(ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4, S),
∀ϕi where ηp,q(ϕ1, S) ≤ ηp,q(ϕ3, S), ηp,q(ϕ2, S) ≤ ηp,q(ϕ4, S)
5. Continuity of ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, S) in ηp,q(ϕ1, S) and ηp,q(ϕ2, S).
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Proof. The claims follow from the symmetry, fixed-point, absolutely scalable and
monotonicity property of generalized power mean described in Prop. 1. Similarly, the
same properties hold for disjunction ∨ operator.
Commutativity suggests that robustness of a formula is the same if the order of
its sub-formulae changes. Idempotence implies that robustness of a formula consist-
ing of sub-formulae with same robustness scores η is equal to η, and this property
is independent of the orders p, q. Scalability indicates that if for a given formula
the values of signal S are scaled with a positive constant value, the robustness will
scale similarly, thus, eliminates the need to re-calculate the robustness. Monotonicity
means by increasing the robustness of sub-formulae, the robustness of the overall for-
mula is non-decreasing. This property is important in the maximization of robustness
when solving the control synthesis problem in order to find a more robust satisfying
solution.
Similar to the traditional robustness, the proposed family of generalized mean
robustness satisfies the following inference properties.
Proposition 5 (Rules of Inference). The following hold for power mean robustness
of all orders p, q ∈ R ∪ {±∞}:
1. Law of non-contradiction:
ηp,q(ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ,S) < 0 , ∀ϕ where ηp,q(ϕ,S) ≠ 0
2. Law of excluded middle:
ηp,q(ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ,S) > 0 , ∀ϕ where ηp,q(ϕ,S) ≠ 0
3. Double negation:
ηp,q(¬(¬ϕ), S) = ηp,q(ϕ,S) , ∀ϕ
4. DeMorgan’s law:
ηp,q(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, S) = ηp,q(¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2), S)
ηp,q(◻Iϕ,S) = ηp,q(¬♢I¬ϕ,S)
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Proof. The proof follows from the properties of Boolean algebra and soundness of
Def. 10.
Generalized F-mean robustness is guaranteed to satisfy Prop. 5, and proper-
ties 1, 2, and 5 from Prop. 4. Satisfaction of other properties depends on the functions
c, g.
3.2.2 Performance Properties of Generalized Mean Robustness
Properties 1 (Conservativeness). The generalized mean robustness allows for choos-
ing the level of conservativeness of the score. Similar to the traditional robustness
(Donzé and Maler, 2010), power mean robustness with p, q = −∞,+∞ only consid-
ers the most extreme time or sub-formula in a formula and is useful for monitoring
or control in safety-critical applications. On the other hand, by changing the val-
ues for p, q, we can determine the level of contribution of all the sub-formulae and
times in the overall satisfaction or violation score of a specification. For instance, for
p, q = 1, robustness is similar to (Akazaki and Hasuo, 2015) where arithmetic mean
was employed to remove the locality of the traditional robustness.
Example 2. For STL formulae ϕ1 and ϕ2 in Example 1, we find the generalized power
mean robustness ηp,q for trajectories S1 and S2 shown in Fig. 3⋅1. We first discuss the
satisfaction case for ϕ1. In table 3.1, power mean robustness ηp,q is calculated from
(3.10), (3.1) for different values of p for ϕ1. As discussed earlier, for p = −∞ (similar to
the traditional robustness), power mean robustness considers the most extreme time
point (S1 at t ∈ {1,2,9,10}, S2 at t ∈ {1,10}) leading to an equal robustness for both
signals. However, for p ∈ R, robustness is based on the power mean of all the satisfying
time points, and can distinguish the performance of the shown trajectories. Note that
for more negative values of p, ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ⊺,S) is closer to the traditional robustness
ρ(ϕ1 ∧ ⊺,S) = min(ρ(ϕ1,S),1) corresponding to p = −∞. Same analysis holds for the
violation case considering ϕ2. Although S2 violates ϕ2 for a longer duration than
S1 (S1 violates ϕ2 at t ∈ {5,6,7} while S2 violates it at t ∈ {3,4, . . . ,8}), by only
considering the most violating time (S1(6) and S2(t), t ∈ {4, . . . ,8}), the power mean
robustness for q = +∞ for both trajectories is equal. However, for q ∈ R, robustness
is based on the power mean of all the violating time points, and can distinguish the
performance of the shown trajectories. Table 3.2 shows power mean robustness ηp,q
calculated for different values of q for ϕ2. Note that for more positive values of q,
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ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ⊺,S) is closer to the traditional robustness ρ(ϕ1 ∨ ⊺,S) = max(ρ(ϕ1,S),1)
corresponding to q =∞.
Table 3.1: Effect of p on the conservativeness of ηp,q in the case of
satisfaction for ϕ1
p 0 -1 -2 -20 −∞
S1 3.21 2.94 2.72 2.09 2.0
S2 4.36 3.94 3.53 2.16 2.0
Table 3.2: Effect of q on the conservativeness of ηp,q in the case of
violation for ϕ2
q 1 2 20 +∞
S1 -0.40 -0.77 -1.78 -2.0
S2 -1.1 -1.45 -1.93 -2.0
The following shows an example of power mean robustness in continuous domain.
Example 3. Assume the step response of a dynamical system is studied and consider
the case where we want to find if the system response takes values greater than a
threshold, say 1.2, specified as STL formula as ϕ = ♢[0,T ]S > 1.2, where S(t) is the step
response and T is the duration time. Fig. 3⋅2 shows the step responses of two different
systems during the first second of execution. The power mean robustness with p =
−∞, q =∞ considers only the most satisfying part of the response, therefore, returns
the same robustness for both systems determined by the point marked with arrows:
η−∞,∞(ϕ,S1) = η−∞,∞(ϕ,S2) = max
t∈[0,T ]
(Si(t) − 1.2) = 0.3. By choosing p, q ∈ R, we can
take the time average over the signal at all the satisfying time intervals determined by
the colored area depending on the desired conservativeness. For instance, for q = 1,
we have ηp,q(ϕ,S1) << ηp,q(ϕ,S2) which helps to distinguish between the behaviors
of the two systems.
Properties 2 (Smoothness and Gradient). The power mean robustness ηp,q(ϕ,S, t)
is smooth in S ∈ Dn everywhere except on the satisfaction boundaries where its sign
changes. Moreover, the gradient of ηp,q with respect to the elements of S that are
part of ϕ’s predicates is non-zero wherever it is smooth (non-local and non-masking).
This property follows by smoothness and non-zero gradient of the conjunction △ and
disjunction ▽ functions on (D∖{0})d, and negation n on D. The cases for the always,
eventually and until operators follow similarly.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3⋅2: Transient behavior of two dynamical systems (a), (b)
within the first second with same η−∞,∞ (determined by the points
marked with arrow) and different ηp,1 (determined by the areas colored
in green).
3.3 Power Mean Exponents as Design Parameters
The parameters p, q associated with power mean are considered as design parameters
that can be used to tune how conservative the robustness score is. Assume D = [−1,1],
i.e., ρ⊺ = 1, ρ = −1. Consider the conjunction operator ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, and the case where
conjunction of a satisfying signal S with ϕ2 = ⊺ is evaluated, i.e., ηp,q(ϕ1, S) > 0,
and ηp,q(ϕ2, S) = 1. Fig. 3⋅3 shows how changing values of p will change the power
mean robustness ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ⊺, S). F-mean robustness ηc,g for c(x) = −e−βx is also
demonstrated. Next, consider the disjunction operator ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 with ϕ2 = ⊺. Fig. 3⋅4
shows how changing values of q will change the power mean robustness ηp,q(ϕ1∨⊺, S).
F-mean robustness ηc,g for g(x) = eβx is also demonstrated. It can be seen that while
the traditional robustness (corresponding to p = −∞ or p = ∞) suffers from locality
and masking, the power mean robustness with p, q ∈ R can avoid these issues. F-
mean robustness ηc,g for the chosen c, g functions are an over-approximation and
under-approximation of the minimum and maximum functions, respectively. The
power mean robustness for p, q ∈ R is bounded by the robustness for p = −∞,+∞ or
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q = −∞,+∞ as stated in Theorem 3. Moreover, the maximum robustness is achieved
at ηp,q(ϕ1, S) = ηp,q(ϕ2, S) = 1 as claimed in Prop. 3. Note that for more negative
values of p and more positive values of q the power mean robustness ηp,q is closer to
the traditional robustness.





















Figure 3⋅3: Generalized mean robustness for different values of p in
ηp,q(ϕ1 ∧ ⊺, S)





















Figure 3⋅4: Generalized mean robustness for different values of q in
ηp,q(ϕ1 ∨ ⊺, S)
3.4 Generalized Mean Robustness as a Unified Robustness
Function
In this section, we show that many of the robustness functionals in the literature in-
cluding traditional robustness (Donzé and Maler, 2010), average robustness (Akazaki
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and Hasuo, 2015), smooth robustness (Pant et al., 2017) and smooth cumulative ro-
bustness (Haghighi et al., 2019), and arithmetic-geometric mean (AGM) (Mehdipour
et al., 2019a) and arithmetic-geometric integral mean (AGIM) robustness (Mehdipour
et al., 2019b) can be recovered from the proposed generalized mean function.
Theorem 5. The generalized mean robustness is a unified class of robustness scores.
Proof. We start with the traditional robustness (Donzé and Maler, 2010). For p = −∞,






M−∞(x) = min(x) if ∀i ∶ xi > 0
−M∞(−[x]−) = −max(−[x]−) = min([x]−) else
Note that −max(−[x]−) = min([x]−) = min(x) due to the branch condition. There-
fore, △(x) becomes min(x) which is the conjunction function in traditional robust-
ness. Similarly, we can show that ▽(x) = max(x). Thus, the power mean robustness
with p = −∞, q =∞ is the same as traditional robustness in (2.4).
Next, consider the AverageSTL robustness (Akazaki and Hasuo, 2015), which uses
ρ+ and ρ− for satisfying and violating parts of the signal to define new averaged op-
erators. Averaged-eventually and Averaged-always can be formulated as power mean
robustness with p = 1, q = 1. Consider the disjunction function associated with the





M I1 ([h]+) =
1
∣I ∣ ∫I [h(t)]+ dt supt∈I{h(t)} > 0
−M I1 (−h) = −
1
∣I ∣ ∫I −h(t)dt else
Note that the first branch is similar to ρ+AverageSTL in definition of averaged-
eventually in (Akazaki and Hasuo, 2015). Based on the branch condition, we have
− 1∣I ∣ ∫I −h(t)dt =
1
∣I ∣ ∫I h(t)dt =
1
∣I ∣ ∫I [h(t)]− dt and the second branch is also the same
as ρ−AverageSTL in (Akazaki and Hasuo, 2015). Averaged-always can be obtained
similarly, therefore, we can build the average robustness (Akazaki and Hasuo, 2015)
from the power mean robustness η1,1.
We can build the smooth robustness in (Pant et al., 2017) from the generalized F-
mean robustness. Smooth robustness ρ̃ uses approximations of max and min functions
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defined based on Logarithmic Sum of Exponentials (LSE) (Pant et al., 2017):








where LSEβ(x) gets close to max(x) as β → ∞. For g(x) = eβx, the generalized
F-mean robustness Fg(x1, . . . , xd) can be written as a constant shifted LSE function:
Fg(x1, . . . , xd) = LSEβ(x1, . . . , xd) −
log(d)
β
Let c(x) = −e−βx, g(x) = eβx. We can define the conjunction function associated with





Fc(x) = −LSEβ(−x) +
log(d)
β ∀i ∶ xi > 0
−Fg(−[x]−) = −LSEβ(−[x]−) +
log(d)
β else







limβ→∞ −LSEβ(−x) ∀i ∶ xi > 0
limβ→∞ −LSEβ(−[x]−) else
which is similar to the conjunction function in ρ̃ (Pant et al., 2017). Therefore, the
smooth approximation robustness can be reconstructed from the generalized F-mean
robustness and we get limβ→∞ ηc,g = limβ→∞ ρ̃ = ρ. The smooth cumulative robust-
ness (Haghighi et al., 2019) is defined similar to the average robustness and smooth
approximation robustness. Note that the soundness is affected by the shift value,
therefore, a minimum threshold is required to guarantee soundness.
Finally, we show that the AGM and AGIM robustness in (Mehdipour et al., 2019a;
Mehdipour et al., 2019b) can be defined using the generalized F-mean robustness.
Let c(x) = ln(1 + x) and g(x) = (1 + x). The generalized F-means for c and g












































which is similar to the AGM conjunction function in (Mehdipour et al., 2019a). Simi-
larly, the disjunction function (and other temporal operators) for the AGM robustness
is derived from generalized F-mean.
Same approach can be adapted to recover the AGIM robustness (Mehdipour et al.,
2019b) in continuous-time based on the continuous definition of F-means over con-
tinuum values:
























3.5 Generalized Power Mean Inference
Inferring temporal logic formulae from data to discriminate between desirable and
undesirable system behaviors have been studied, either by estimating parameters in
a pre-defined structure or solving the structure inference and parameter estimation
simultaneously (Kong et al., 2014; Nenzi et al., 2018),(Aydin and Gol, 2018).
Consider robustness estimates of a collection of signals with respect to a known
specification are provided. We are interested to find a procedure to quantify the
robustness of signals in a way that is consistent with the given specification and the
provided data.
Problem 1. Let {Si, r̂i}Ni=1 be a collection of signals, each paired with an estimated
(assigned) robustness value. Given a family of sound robustness scores R and a STL
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formula ϕ, we want to find a score that best explains the estimated robustness values.











Note that, we used the mean-squared-error (MSE) loss function in (3.18). However,
other loss functions (e.g., mean-absolute-error, 0-1 loss) can also be considered. As
opposed to standard regression problems, we restrict the family of candidate functions
R to sound robustness scores. This restriction ensures that the optimal robustness
function is consistent with the satisfaction of the given specification ϕ.
We consider the generalized power mean ηp,q as the family of sound robustness
functions R. Therefore, we can learn the robustness function by learning the power
mean exponents p, q. Assume specification ϕ and N signals are given, each signal
Si, i = 1, ...,N is labeled with a real value r̂i ∈ D = [−1,1] which indicates how much
Si satisfies or violates ϕ. The regression problem in (3.18) can be formulated for
the dataset of {Si, r̂i}Ni=1 pairs and power mean robustness functions ηp,q(ϕ,Si), and
solved over p, q as regression parameters. Therefore, p, q is determined by minimizing











Example 4. Consider ϕ2 in Example 1. We assume a randomized set of N = 200
trajectories are generated over time, i.e., Si(t) is considered to be the yi(t), and
each trajectory is associated with an assigned score. We assume that r̂ is given by
a power mean robustness with p = −5, q = 10 denoted by η∗−5,10i . Sample satisfying
(blue) and violating (red) trajectories for ϕ2 are shown in Fig.3⋅5. The dataset is
randomly divided to 80% train-set and 20% test-set and the regression cost function
in (3.19) is minimized using the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method
(Schittkowski, 1983) over p, q ∈ [−100,100]. Optimal values are found after 20 itera-
tions as p̂ = −4.95, q̂ = 9.99 and the regression performance is evaluated by r-squared
for the test-set which is r2 = 0.99.
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Figure 3⋅5: Sample trajectories for ϕ2 in Example 1, blue and red
correspond to satisfying and violating trajectories, respectively.
3.6 Arithmetic-Geometric Mean and Arithmetic-Geometric
Integral Mean Robustness
Among possible values for p, q, we found the ones corresponding to p = 0, q = 1
more suitable for the examples studied in this dissertation. Consider the eventually
operator, ♢Iϕ, which is satisfied if ϕ is satisfied at least at one time in the interval I.
The robustness score must be affected by the number of time points satisfying ϕ, and
robustness at each of these time points. In this case, arithmetic mean corresponding
to q = 1 can be helpful to include the effect of all satisfying time points, and highlight
the extreme time points. Next consider the globally operator, ◻Iϕ which is satisfied if
ϕ is satisfied at all times in the interval I. Extreme time points, i.e., time points near
violation with small positive score, must have significant impacts on the satisfaction
of the specification. Therefore, in this case the geometric means corresponding to
p = 0 is helpful to highlight the consistency in satisfaction while also account for all
the satisfying times.
Remark 2. For brevity, we denote the powermean robustness η0,1 corresponding
to p = 0, q = 1 (AGM and AGIM robustness for discrete-time and continuous-time
signals) by η.
In the following example, we demonstrate that optimizing the performance of a
system with respect to these average-based robustness scores is advantageous when
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Figure 3⋅6: Comparison of signals S1 and S2 in Example 5 against
disturbance
external disturbance exists since it provides a better satisfaction margin.
Example 5. Consider the specification ϕ = ♢[1,4]S > 0.9 and signals S1, S2 in Fig. 3⋅6.
Both signals satisfy ϕ with the same traditional robustness ρ(ϕ,S1) = ρ(ϕ,S2) = 0.1
although S2 only satisfies ϕ at a single time point, i.e., at t = 1. On the other hand, for
S1 to have the same power mean robustness with p = 0, q = 1, it requires η(ϕ,S1(t)) =
0.1 for all t ∈ [1,4]. Basically, AGM robustness η for ♢[a,b]ϕ can be interpreted as
“eventually satisfy ϕ with the maximum possible satisfaction as early as possible and
for as long as possible”. It can be easily shown that applying a negative disturbance
with ∣d∣ > 0.1 at t = 1 to S2 results in violation of ϕ. However, ϕ is still satisfied in
S1 under the same disturbance d, although the satisfaction would become weaker.
Therefore, at the same score for traditional and power mean robustness definitions,
it is likely that the satisfaction would hold for a larger disturbance considering the
non-local and non-masking power mean robustness.
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Chapter 4
Weighted Signal Temporal Logic
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that the traditional robustness suffers from
locality and masking due to considering satisfaction of a specification at the most
extreme sub-formula and time point. The proposed generalized mean robustness can
solve these issues, however, it considers equal importance and priorities for satisfying
different sub-formulae and time points.
In many applications, a high-level temporal logic specification may consist of oblig-
atory or alternative specifications or timings with different importance and priorities.
The expressivity of STL does not allow for specifying these preferences. Accordingly,
the robustness of STL does not include such information. For instance, consider
the formula ϕ = ♢[0,5]S > 0, which is satisfied if S becomes greater than 0 within 5
time steps, and assume that satisfaction at earlier times within this deadline is more
desirable. The traditional or generalized mean robustness have the same score for
discrete-time signals S1 = {0,1,0,0,0,0} and S2 = {0,0,0,0,0,1}, while it would be
natural to assign a higher robustness to S1 due to satisfaction of ϕ at an earlier time.
In this chapter, we introduce a formal framework to extend STL in order to cap-
ture user preferences on satisfaction of logical and temporal operators. The extension,
called Weighted Signal Temporal Logic (wSTL), has the same qualitative (Boolean)
semantics as STL, but in addition defines weights associated with Boolean and tem-
poral operators that modulate its quantitative semantics. We utilize the proposed
weighted robustness to distinguish between satisfaction of a desired formula that has
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prioritized sub-formulae and time preferences with respect to different signals. We
demonstrate that this definition is useful in control problems with conflicting tasks
where satisfaction of all tasks cannot be achieved. Therefore, the weighted robustness
allows us to compromise between violation of less important tasks and satisfaction of
the more important ones. More details can be found in (Mehdipour et al., 2020).
4.1 Weighted Signal Temporal Logic (wSTL)
In this section, we extend the STL syntax and quantitative semantics to capture
the importance and priorities of different sub-formulae and times. Before defining
the extended logic, we introduce the terminology used in this section. We call STL
sub-formulae ϕi connected by a conjunction operator obligatory, i.e., all ϕi must be
satisfied for ϕ = ⋀i=1ϕi to be satisfied. We also call STL sub-formulae ϕi connected
by the a disjunction operator alternative, i.e., ϕ = ⋁iϕi is satisfied if either one of ϕi
is satisfied.
Definition 12 (wSTL Syntax). The syntax of wSTL is an extension of the STL
syntax, and is defined as:








I ϕ ∣ ◻
$
I ϕ, (4.1)
where ⊺ and  are the logical True and False values, µ is a predicate over signals,
and all Boolean and temporal operators are the same as for STL. The function p ∶
{1, . . . , d} → R>0 assigns to each of the d terms of the conjunction or disjunction a
positive weight p; and $ ∶ I → R>0 is a positive weight function for temporal operators.
The weights p capture the importance of obligatory specifications or priorities of
alternatives, respectively. The weights $ capture satisfaction importance and priori-
ties associated with always and eventually operators over the interval I, respectively.
Higher values of p and $ corresponds to higher importance and priorities. Importance
will allow to weigh specifications that are all required to be satisfied (conjunctions
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for logical and always for temporal statements), while priorities will weigh specifica-
tions that accept alternative satisfactions (disjunctions for logical and eventuality for
temporal statements).
Remark 3. For a wSTL formula ϕ, we call the associated STL formula without the
weight functions the unweighted version of ϕ and denote it by ϕ̂. Throughout this
dissertation, if the weight function associated with an operator (Boolean or temporal)
in a wSTL formula is constant 1, we drop it from the notation. Thus, STL formulae
are wSTL formulae with all weights equal to 1.
Remark 4. The Boolean (qualitative) semantics of a wSTL formula is the same as
its associated STL formula without the weight functions, i.e., S ⊧t ϕ⇔ S ⊧t ϕ̂, where
ϕ̂ is the unweighted version of a wSTL formula ϕ.
In the following, we extend the notion of robustness score, the quantitative se-
mantics of STL, to capture the preferences, priorities, and importance defined in
wSTL formulae. We show that the quantitative semantics of wSTL can be defined
as weighted generalizations of the well-known compatible robustness functionals (i.e.,
robustness scores that are recursively defined over formulae) that can take into ac-
count the weights in wSTL. We call the robustness functions (Donzé and Maler, 2010;
Mehdipour et al., 2019a; Lindemann and Dimarogonas, 2019b; Pant et al., 2017; Var-
nai and Dimarogonas, 2020) that can be parameterized by aggregation functions
denoted by ⊗∧, ⊕∨, ⊗◻, and ⊕♢ associated with the ∧, ∨, ◻, and ♢ operators recur-
sive. For example, traditional robustness is recursive and is defined using ⊗∧ = min,
⊕∨ = max, ⊗◻ = inf, and ⊕♢ = sup.
Definition 13 (wSTL Robustness). Given a wSTL specification ϕ and a signal S,
the weighted robustness score rw(ϕ,S, t) at time t is recursively defined as:
rw(µ,S, t) ∶= l(S(t)),




ϕi, S, t) ∶= ⊗






ϕi, S, t) ∶= ⊕
∨(p, [rw(ϕ1, S, t), . . . , r
w(ϕd, S, t)]),
rw (◻$I ϕ,S, t) ∶= ⊗
◻($, [rw(ϕ,S, t + I)]),
rw (♢$I ϕ,S, t) ∶= ⊕
♢($, [rw(ϕ,S, t + I)]),
(4.2)
where ⊗∧, ⊕∨, ⊗◻, and ⊕♢ are aggregation functions associated with the ∧, ∨, ◻, and
♢ operator, respectively.
The aggregation functions must satisfy min{x} ⋅⊗∧(p, x) > 0 and max{x} ⋅⊕∨(p, x) > 0
for all x ∈ Rd, x ≠ 0, and p ∈ Rd>0; and inft∈I R(t) ⋅ ⊗◻($,R) > 0 and supt∈I R(t) ⋅
⊕♢($,R) > 0 for all R ∶ I → R≠0 and $ ∶ I → R>0.
Theorem 6 (wSTL Soundness). The weighted robustness score rw given by Def. 13
is sound:
rw(ϕ,S, t) > 0⇔ ρ(ϕ̂, S, t) > 0→ S ⊧t ϕ,
rw(ϕ,S, t) < 0⇔ ρ(ϕ̂, S, t) < 0→ S ⊭t ϕ
(4.3)
Sketch. The proof follows by structural induction. The base case, corresponding to
predicate formulae, holds trivially. The induction step also follows easily from the
induction hypothesis and the constraints placed on the aggregation functions in Def.
13. Thus, the sign of the aggregated result correctly captures the satisfaction and
violation of composite formulae via Boolean and temporal operators.
Informally, soundness can be viewed as a sign consistency between the weighted
robustness rw and the (unweighted) traditional robustness ρ. The wSTL weighted
robustness can be applied to compatible recursive robustness measures. However,
the aggregation functions must be defined such that ∣rw∣ measures how well a wSTL
specification is satisfied or violated while considering the importance and priorities of
sub-formulae and time preference.
4.2 Weighted Traditional Robustness
Consider positive normalized weights for the Boolean and temporal operators with
∑
d
i=1 pi = 1, ∑t′∈t+I$(t
′ − t) = 1. By defining the aggregation functions as:
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⊕∨ (p, x) = − ⊗∧ (p,−x)









⊕♢ ($,R, I) = − ⊗◻ ($,−R, I)
(4.4)
where definitions of ∨ and ♢ follow DeMorgan’s law, we can obtain a weighted gen-
eralization of the traditional robustness in (2.4). Note that this definitions is defined
such that the weighted robustness value conforms with the interpretation of perfor-
mance of signals with respect to a wSTL formula. For example in the conjunction
case, under the assumption of normalized weights with ∑
d
i=1 pi = 1, (1 − pi) is inter-
preted as the total importance of all other subformulae except the i-th one. Thus, in
the case of satisfaction for conjunction, (1 − pi) ⋅ ri means that ϕi with robustness ri
and importance pi must be more important than the total (hold-out) importance of
all other subformulae.
In the following, we discuss some examples to better illustrate the expressivity of
wSTL, and the effect of weights p and $ in interpretation of signals with respect to
a wSTL formula. For brevity, we denote rw(ϕ,S,0) by rw(ϕ,S).
Example 6 (Importance of obligatory tasks). Consider the wSTL specification ϕ =
ϕA ∧p ϕB = ◻[1,6](x ≥ 1) ∧p ◻[2,5](x ≤ 3) with p(ϕA) = pA = 4 and p(ϕB) = pB = 2.
In Fig. 4⋅1 (a), ss satisfies ϕ and sv violates it. The weights associated with the
sub-formulae of the conjunction operator specify how important the satisfaction of
each obligatory task is. From pA, pB, it is twice as important to stay above 1 between
time t = 1 to t = 6 than to stay below 3 from time t = 2 to t = 5. If rw is defined as









3 ×−0.25) = −0.16, where both scores are
affected by ϕA and highlight its importance, i.e., it is more important for ss to satisfy
ϕA, and violation of ϕA by sv is considered worse.
Example 7 (Priorities of alternative tasks). Consider the wSTL specification ϕ =
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Figure 4⋅1: wSTL performance for different specifications: (a) Im-
portance of obligatory tasks; (b) Priorities of alternatives; (c) and (d)
Preferences of performance
and signals in Fig. 4⋅1 (b). If rw is defined as the weighted traditional robustness




11 × −0.8) = 0.45, while r
w(ϕ, sB) =
max( 111 × −1.2,
1
11 × 0.5) = 0.045. Therefore, although both signals satisfy ϕ, sA is
preferred to sB, i.e., has a higher robustness, because it visits the higher priority
region (defined by ϕA within [4,6]) while sB visits the lower priority region (induced
by ϕB within [3,6]). Similarly, s′A is preferred to s
′
B in the case of violation as it is
closer to (satisfy) the higher priority region.
Example 8 (Preferences of performance). Consider the formulae ϕG = ◻$[a,b]ϕ and
ϕF = ♢$[a,b]ϕ. Fig. 4⋅1 (c) and 4⋅1 (d) show two example weight functions. For even-
tually, ϕF with weight $ from Fig. 4⋅1 (c) specifies that the task ϕ should be done
within [1,6] with preference at one of the times {t1, t2, t3, t4}; while the weight $ in
Fig. 4⋅1 (d) gives preference to satisfaction at the endpoints of the interval, but more
so at the start. For always, ϕG with weight $ from Fig. 4⋅1 (c) specifies that ϕ must
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hold at all times within [1,6], and special care must be taken at times {t1, t2, t3, t4};
while the weight ϕ in Fig. 4⋅1 (d) gives larger importance to the endpoints of the
interval, and the highest at the start.
For brevity, in the rest of this chapter we consider discrete-time signals and sys-
tems. However, the definition of wSTL and its quantitative robustness functionals are
not restricted to the discrete-time setting. In the following, we define the weighted
generalized mean robustness for p = 0, q = 1. For general p, q ∈ R, the weighted
generalized mean robustness can be defined similarly.
4.3 Weighted AGM Robustness
The previously defined quantitative semantics of STL can be updated to include the
priorities and preference as a weighted robustness. In this section, we use the AGM
robustness η (power mean robustness ηp,q for p = 0, q = 1) as the recursive robustness
in rw. The advantage of using the weighted AGM robustness is that it can capture
priorities of sub-formulae and time preferences, as well as considering how frequently
the specification is satisfied. For example, for ϕ = ♢$[0,5](S > 0), if satisfaction at earlier
times is preferred, the weighted AGM robustness for S1 = {0,1,0,0,0,0} is higher than
S2 = {0,0,0,0,0,1}, but lower than S3 = {0,1,1,1,0,0} since S3 satisfies ϕ as early
as S1 but also at more time points. Notice that weighted traditional robustness
in this case cannot distinguish between S1 and S3. We update the definition of
AGM robustness η based on wSTL robustness by using weighted arithmetic and
weighted geometric means. Considering positive normalized weights for the Boolean
and temporal operators with ∑
d
i=1 pi = 1, ∑t′∈t+I$(t
′ − t) = 1, weighted AGM ηw for
conjunction and always operators can be defined recursively in (4.5), ηw for other
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pi[ηw(ϕi, S, t)]− otherwise






$(t′ − t) ln(ηw(ϕ,S, t′))) if ∀t′ ∈ t + I ∶ ηw(ϕ,S, t′) > 0
∑
t′∈t+I
$(t′ − t)[ηw(ϕ,S, t′)]− otherwise
(4.5)
In the next example, we demonstrate that weighted robustness is useful in control
problems with conflicting tasks where satisfaction of all the tasks cannot be achieved.
Similar to works on least-violating synthesis (Tuumova et al., 2013), (Tumova et al.,
2016), the weighted robustness allows us to compromise between the violation of less
important tasks and satisfaction of the more important ones.
Example 9. We consider an example inspired from (Vasile et al., 2017c) where a
car is in the configuration shown in Fig. 4⋅2. The car starts from the initial point
shown at t = 0 and has to reach the Green region within 7 steps. Meanwhile, car
has to follow the traffic laws, in this case always stays in the lane, and avoid the
blocked area on the road shown as Obstacle. Formally, we define the specification as:
ϕ = ϕ1 ∧p ϕ2 ∧p ϕ3 where:
ϕ1 = ♢
$
[0,7]Green , ϕ2 = ♢
$
[0,7]¬Obstacle , ϕ3 = ◻
$
[0,7]Lane (4.6)
Fig. 4⋅2 shows two trajectories, where trajectory S1 satisfies ϕ1, ϕ3 and violates
ϕ2 at t = 3, t = 4. Trajectory S2 satisfies ϕ1, ϕ2 and violates ϕ3 at t = 3, t = 4.
Assume $ = 1, therefore, from (4.5), ηw(ϕ2, S1) = ηw(ϕ3, S2) =
1
4 . Similarly, for




pi[ηw(ϕi, S1)]− = p2 ηw(ϕ2, S1) and
ηw(ϕ,S2) = p3 ηw(ϕ3, S2). Choosing p2 = p3 indicates that violation of both ϕ1 and ϕ2
have the same importance, and in this case S1 and S2 will have a same robustness score
indicating that there is no preference between these two trajectories. Now, assume
avoiding the obstacle is a more important specification rather than staying in the lane.
By choosing p2 > p3, we can emphasize the importance of ϕ2 in the overall score. As
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Figure 4⋅2: Trajectories in Example 9. The dots represent the po-
sitions at discrete times t = 0,1, . . . ,7 (the continuous interpolation is
shown for visualization). Minimum violating trajectory depends on the
weight vector p.
a result, ηw(ϕ,S1) < ηw(ϕ,S2) < 0, and in the given example where satisfaction of
all the sub-formulae is not feasible, S2 is preferred to S1 as the minimally violating
trajectory.
Weighted robustness allows us to assign higher weights to the more important or
preferred sub-formulae or time points. For instance, we can assign higher priorities to
satisfaction at earlier time points within the deadline by defining the weight vector for
temporal operators using a discount factor γ with maximum weight at t and smaller
weights at later times (similar to the idea of rewards in reinforcement learning).
Example 10. Consider the signals in Fig. 4⋅3 and the specification ϕ = ♢$[0,3]S > 0,
which is satisfied if S becomes greater than 0 at some time within the deadline T = 3.
Previous works on STL robustness cannot differentiate between signals S1, S2, S3.
Using the weighted robustness, we can choose the weights as $(t) = γ(t−1) with the
discount factor γ to reward satisfaction of the formula at earlier time steps within the
deadline. For larger γ (closer to 1), satisfaction at different time points are considered
to have similar importance, and by decreasing γ, satisfaction at earlier times within
the deadline results in a higher robustness, as seen in Table 4.1.
Example 11. Fig. 4⋅4 shows how the conjunction function changes for different
values of importance vector p for ηw(ϕ ∧p ⊺, S), where ηw(⊺, S) = 1 is fixed, and
ηw(ϕ,S) ∈ [−1,1]. As illustrated, the robustness ηw(ϕ ∧p ⊺, S) is bounded by the
minimum and maximum value of ηw(ϕ,S) and ηw(⊺, S) = 1. Also, for ηw(ϕ,S) = 1,
ηw(ϕ ∧p ⊺, S) = 1 independent of the choice of p. Notice that by assigning a higher
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Figure 4⋅3: Signals for (unweighted) traditional and weighted AGM
robustness comparison in Example 10.
Table 4.1: Comparison of the (unweighted) traditional robustness
and weighted AGM robustness for different values of discount factors
for formula ϕ = ♢$[0,3]S > 0
robustness ρ ηw, γ = 1 ηw, γ = 0.9 ηw, γ = 0.5 ηw, γ = 0.1
S1 1 0.375 0.330 0.133 0.005
S2 1 0.375 0.420 0.666 0.945














p = [ 0.11.1 ,
1
1.1 ]
p = [ 0.51.5 ,
1
1.5 ]
p = [ 12 ,
1
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Figure 4⋅4: Effect of the importance vector p in the weighted AGM
robustness of conjunction of ϕ and ⊺.
priority to ⊺ and lower priority to ϕ, the robustness ηw(ϕ ∧p ⊺, S) is closer to 1 as it
rewards the ⊺ more. On the other hand, by assigning a lower priority to the ⊺ and
higher priority to ϕ, the robustness ηw(ϕ ∧p ⊺, S) is closer to the min(ηw(ϕ,S),1) as
it is more affected by the robustness of ϕ.
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4.4 Inference of Preferences
In this section, we show that learning the importance or priorities in a wSTL formula
can be formulated as an ordinal regression or ranking problem (Crammer and Singer,
2002) and inferred from data.
Assume a desired (known) wSTL specification for alternative tasks ϕ ∶ ⋁
p
j ϕj where
j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, and a set of N signals satisfying ϕ are given. We consider each signal
is labeled with a score or order oi that shows its relative rank to another signal, and
the dataset is denoted by {Si, oi}Ni=1. We have o1 > o2 indicating that S1 is preferred






where rw(ϕj, Si) is the robustness of subformula ϕj calculated for signal Si. pj can be
viewed as a weight that captures the preference of satisfaction of ϕj compared to other
sub-formulae. A pair-wise or list-wise ranking algorithm can be implemented to learn
pj for ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Consider the vector of robustness scores rw(ϕj, Si) for all j ∈
{1, . . . , d} and signal Si is denoted by
Ð→
rw(Si) = [rw(ϕ1, Si), rw(ϕ2, Si), . . . , rw(ϕd, Si)].
By defining p = [p1, . . . , pd], we formulate the rank comparison between signals Si
and Si′ based on the defined latent variable:













Therefore, the problem of comparing the ranks between signals can be viewed and
solved as a multi-class classification (regression) problem. Enforcing p to be positive,
we learn priorities or preferences formulated as p which minimize the classification
(regression) error.
Example 12. Consider the given configuration in Fig. 4⋅5 and assume a formula
ϕ = ⋁
p
j ϕj, j = 1, . . .4, where ϕ1 = ♢[1,10]A , ϕ2 = ♢[1,10]B, ϕ3 = ♢[1,10]C and ϕ4 =
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♢[1,10]D are regions illustrated in the figure. We assume a randomized set of N =
40 trajectories Si are generated and each trajectory is associated with a rank oi
compared to other trajectories. 5 sample trajectories from this dataset are shown
in Fig. 4⋅5. We assume the following relation between the trajectories hold in the
dataset: o3 > o1 = o2 > o5 > o4, which intuitively describes that satisfaction of ϕ1 and
ϕ2 have equal priorities, satisfaction of ϕ4 has the least priority, and there is a trade-off
between preferences of satisfaction of ϕ3 compared to ϕ1, ϕ2 depending on the level of
satisfaction. We are interested to find a procedure to quantify the ranking comparison
of different trajectories in a way that is consistent with the given specification and the
provided data. We can learn the priorities of subformulae ϕj that can capture this
trade-off using the pranking algorithm (Crammer and Singer, 2002). The dataset
is randomly divided to 80% train-set and 20% test-set and the classification cost
function is minimized over positive weights p ∈ R4≥0. The classification accuracy for
test-set is 96%, and normalized weights are found as p = [0.28,0.26,0.41,0.05] which











Figure 4⋅5: Sample trajectories that satisfy alternative specifications




Control Synthesis Under wSTL
Specifications
5.1 Problem Formulation
Consider a dynamical system given by:
q+(t) = f(q(t), u(t)),
q(0) = q0,
(5.1)
where q+(t) stands for q̇(t) in continuous time and for q(t + 1) in discrete time,
q(t) ∈ Q ⊆ Rn is the state of the system, u(t) ∈ U ⊆ Rm is the control input at time t,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state and f ∶ Q × U → Q is a Lipschitz continuous function. We
denote the system trajectory generated by applying control input u for a finite time
T starting from the initial state q0 by q(q0,u), where u is a function of time or a
discrete ordered sequence. Consider a cost function J(u(t), q(t)) and assume a desired
temporal specification is given by a STL formula ϕ over the system trajectories. The
control synthesis problem is formulated as:
Problem 2 (Control Synthesis). Find an optimal control policy u∗ for system (5.1)
that minimizes the cost function and its corresponding system trajectory q(q0,u∗)









The authors of (Saha and Julius, 2016) showed that the optimization in (5.2) can
be mapped to a Mixed-integer Linear Program (MILP) if the cost and formula ϕ are
linear and time is discrete. In order to achieve robust satisfaction of ϕ for systems
with disturbances, by exploiting the soundness property of the traditional robustness,
later works re-formulated the control synthesis problem as
u∗ = argmaxu(t)∈U ρ(ϕ,q(q0,u),0) − λ J(u(t), q(t))




where λ captures the trade-off between maximizing robustness and minimizing the
cost. The optimization problem (5.3) was solved using MILPs (Raman et al., 2014) or
gradient-based methods based on smooth approximations of ρ and applied to general
nonlinear systems (Pant et al., 2017). However, the traditional robustness only con-
sidered satisfaction of a formula at the most extreme sub-formula and time, hindering
the optimization to find a more robust solution.
The generalized mean robustness and the extended weighted robustness proposed
in the previous chapters will enable us to synthesize a robust solution for problem 2
with a desired level of conservativeness (locality and masking), and considering user
preferences such as importance or priorities of different specifications or the timing of
satisfaction. In this section, we illustrate that the previous optimization approaches
for all recursively defined STL robustness functionals in the literature can be adapted
to capture the extended weighted quantitative semantics in a wSTL formula. We
also illustrate how the performance of the synthesized trajectory from solving (5.3)
changes for generalized mean robustness with different f-means and p, q parameters.
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5.2 MILP Encoding of wSTL specifications
For discrete-time linear systems with linear predicates and a linear cost function,
and considering the traditional robustness as the recursive robustness, satisfaction of
a wSTL formula and its weighted robustness can be formulated as a set of mixed-
integer linear constraints. From (4.4), the weighted traditional robustness is formally
defined as follows.
Definition 14 (Weighted Traditional Robustness). Given a wSTL specification ϕ
and a signal S, the weighted traditional robustness ρw(ϕ,S, t) at time t is recursively
defined as:
ρw(µ,S, t) ∶= l(S(t))),










w(ϕi, S, t)) +
1
2










w(ϕi, S, t)) +
1
2
) ⋅ ρw(ϕi, S, t)} ,





−$(t′ − t)) sign(ρw(ϕ,S, t′)) +
1
2
) ⋅ ρw(ϕ,S, t′)} ,





−$(t′ − t)) sign(ρw(ϕ,S, t′)) +
1
2
) ⋅ ρw(ϕ,S, t′)} ,
(5.4)
where function p ∶ {1, . . . ,N} → R>0 and $ ∶ I → R>0 are normalized positive weight
functions for Boolean and temporal operators.
In this section, we extend (Sadraddini and Belta, 2015) to recursively encode
Boolean and temporal operators in a wSTL formula using mixed-integer constraints.
The encoding is based on the big-M method, where a sufficiently large number M
determined based on ρ and ρ⊺ is introduced to enforce logical constraints. For each
linear predicate µi ∶= si ≥ 0, where si is the i-th element of signal S, we define an
integer variable zµi ∈ {0,1} such that zµi = 1 stands for True and zµi = 0 stands for
False. This relation is enforced by the following set of constraints (Sadraddini and
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Belta, 2015):
ρµ ≥ −M(1 − zµ),
ρµ ≤Mzµ
(5.5)
Boolean satisfaction of a wSTL formula can be encoded similar to the Boolean sat-
isfaction of its corresponding (unweighted) STL formula. To determine a robust sat-
isfaction of (5.4) considering the priorities and importance, we propose the following
recursive MILP formulation of traditional wSTL robustness.
Definition 15 (wSTL MILP Implementation). The weighted wSTL robustness can
be recursively encoded as a set of mixed-integer linear constraints as follows:
• Linear predicates ϕi = µi ∶= si ≥ 0:




• Conjunction of predicates ϕ = ⋀ipϕi:
ρϕ ≤ (1 − pi) ⋅ ρϕi +M(1 − zϕ), ∀i
ρϕ ≤ pi ⋅ ρϕi +Mzϕ, ∀i
zϕ ≤ zϕi , ∀i
zϕ ≥∑
i
zϕi − d + 1,
zϕ ∈ [0,1], i ∈ {1, . . . , d}
(5.7)
• Disjunction of predicates ϕ = ⋁pϕi:
ρϕ ≤ pi ⋅ ρϕi +M ⋅ (1 − ẑϕi), ∀i
ρϕ ≤ (1 − pi) ⋅ ρϕi +M(1 − z̆ϕi), ∀i















zϕ ∈ [0,1], ẑϕi ∈ {0,1}, z̆ϕi ∈ {0,1}, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}
• always formula ϕ = ◻$I ψ:
ρϕ ≤ (1 −$(t)) ⋅ ρψt +M(1 − zϕ), ∀t
ρϕ ≤$(t) ⋅ ρψt +Mzϕ, ∀t
zϕ ≤ zψt , ∀t
zϕ ≥∑
t
zψt − ∣I ∣ + 1,
zϕ ∈ [0,1], t ∈ I
(5.9)
• eventually formula ϕ = ♢$I ϕ:
ρϕ ≤$(t) ⋅ ρψt +M(1 − ẑψt), ∀t
ρϕ ≤ (1 −$(t)) ⋅ ρψt +M(1 − z̆ψt), ∀t













zϕ ∈ [0,1], ẑψt ∈ {0,1}, z̆ψt ∈ {0,1}, t ∈ I
(5.10)




Proposition 6. The recursive formulation in Def. 15 ensures that if the associated
set of constraints of a specification ϕ is feasible for a signal S, we have S ⊧ ϕ; and if
the set of constraints is infeasible, S ⊭ ϕ. Moreover, the largest ρϕ that is feasible for
the set of constraints in Def. 15 while the constraint in (5.11) is removed is equal to
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the weighted traditional robustness ρw(ϕ,S,0).
Proof. We provide the proof for conjunction, and proof for other wSTL formulae
follow similarly in a recursive manner. If zϕ = 1, from (5.7) we have zϕi = 1 for all i =
1, . . . , d, which correctly encodes the Boolean satisfaction of conjunction. Moreover,
from (5.6) we have ρϕi ≥ 0 for all i. In this case, the first constraint enforces ρϕ ≤
(1 − pi) ⋅ ρϕi for all i, and the maximum ρϕ which satisfies the constraints is equal
to the mini{(1 − pi) ⋅ ρϕi} which is the same as the weighted traditional robustness
in Def. 14. Now consider the set of constraints is infeasible, and set zϕ = 0. From
(5.7), there exists at least one j such that zϕj = 0, which from the Boolean satisfaction
requirement for conjunction, implies that the conjunction is not satisfied. Again, from
(5.6) we have ρϕj ≤ 0, and the maximum ρϕ which satisfies the remaining constraints
is equal to the mini{pi ⋅ ρϕi} = pjρϕj . This formulation has the same solution as the
formulation in the weighted traditional robustness in Def. 14.
5.3 Gradient-based Optimization for Control Under wSTL
Specifications
The soundness property of the weighted robustness rw allows us to reformulate the
synthesis problem (5.3) as:
u∗ = argmaxu(t)∈U r
w(ϕ,q(q0,u),0) − λ J(u(t), q(t))




where ε ≥ 0 is the lower bound of the satisfaction margin (soundness threshold)
as captured by the recursive robustness (Pant et al., 2017). For sound robustness
functions such as traditional and generalized mean robustness functions, we have ε = 0.
Since the weighted robustness of wSTL (rw) is derived from the associated recursive
STL robustness (r), the previous robustness optimization frameworks can be applied
to solve (5.12). Recall that rw for w = 1 is the unweighted STL robustness. Thus,
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introducing numeric weights in the optimization formulation, i.e., rw in objective
function and constraint in (5.12), does not significantly increase the computation
time.
For a smooth robustness function, we can employ a gradient-based optimization
algorithm to iteratively maximize rw to find a satisfying trajectory by updating the
input variables u(t) at each time t proportional to the gradient of rw at optimization
iteration l:
ul+1 ← ul + αl ∇r
w, (5.13)
where αl is the step size and ∇rw = ∂r
w(ϕ,q(q0,u))
∂u(t) (Bertsekas, 1999). To study the effect
of p in the gradient, assume ϕ = ⋀i








where depending on the conjunction aggregator, ∇rw is related to pi which indicates
that importance (and similarly the priorities) directly affects the optimization. To
initialize a gradient-based optimization, a random control input sequence u0 ∈ U is
generated, and the resulting trajectory starting from initial state q0 is found using
system dynamics (this trajectory may violate the wSTL formula). The optimal control
policy u∗ is found iteratively by solving (5.12) as illustrated in Algorithm 1. The
optimal control policy and therefore, the optimal trajectory may vary depending on
the chosen optimization stopping criteria, such as the number of iterations, minimum
step size, etc.
Remark 5. Generally, achieving correctness, completeness and optimality is
formidable even for small systems and simple temporal specifications. Therefore,
there is always a trade-off between some of these objectives in favor of others. In
this section, we focus on developing correct controllers. If the developed algorithms
are unable to find a controller guaranteeing correctness, the least violating ones are
designed, with a certificate on the maximum amount of violation.
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Algorithm 1: Gradient-based Optimization
Input: STL Formula ϕ; Weighted Robustness Function
rw(ϕ,q(q0,u),0);Cost Function J(q(t), u(t)); Initial Control Policy
u0; System Dynamics f(q(t), u(t)); Initial State q0; Coefficients αl;
Stopping Criteria
Output: Optimal Control Policy u∗
1 At iteration l until stopping criteria is met;
2 ul+1 ← ul + αl ∇(rw(ϕ,q(q0,u),0) − λJ(u(t), q(t)));
3 l=l+1
For non-smoothness robustness measures of rw, non-smooth optimization algo-
rithms such as stochastic gradient methods or Alternating Direction Method of Mul-
tipliers (ADMM) can be used (Bertsekas, 1999),(Wang et al., 2019) to improve con-
vergence. Another way is to enhance the optimization by first finding a satisfying
trajectory by maximizing the smooth approximation robustness (Pant et al., 2017)
(ρ̃ > ε), therefore, having rw > 0 such that it becomes smooth. We can then use this
optimal trajectory to initialize the weighted robustness rw optimization.
5.4 Case Studies
In this section, we show the performance of our proposed robustness definitions
in different control synthesis problems. The MILP encoding of wSTL is imple-
mented and solved in Matlab. For the gradient-based optimization, we use Matlab
constrained optimization solvers and Python optimization solvers in Scipy package
(Virtanen et al., 2020) which use numerical gradients to find the minimum of con-
strained nonlinear multi-variable objective function. Robustness functions are ap-
proximated by smooth approximation of max and min functions, or solved using
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm which is proved to have ac-
ceptable performance for non-smooth optimization instances (Curtis and Que, 2015).
We first consider a control synthesis problem for a wSTL formula with weighted
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traditional robustness and solve it using MILP and gradient-based methods. Later,
we demonstrate the effect of the generalized mean robustness in the synthesized tra-
jectories for a STL formula, and study the effect of disturbance in the end.
5.4.1 Weighted Robustness Optimization
In this section, we first solve the synthesis problem for a linear system with linear
specifications given as wSTL formulae, considering the weighted traditional robust-
ness.
Example 13. Consider a linear dynamical system given by:
x(t + 1) = x(t) + ux(t),
y(t + 1) = y(t) + uy(t),
(5.14)
and a desired task “Eventually visit Reg1 or Reg2 between [1,7] steps”, formally
specified as a wSTL formula:
ϕ1 = ♢[1,7] Reg1 ∨p Reg2 (5.15)
where Reg1 = [1,3] × [7,9] or Reg2 = [5,7] × [7,9] are the regions to be visited alter-
natively within the associated deadline. The state vector q = [x, y] indicates position
with Q = [0,10]2 and initial state q0 = [1,1]. u = [ux, uy] is the input vector with
U = [1,1]2. We assume the regions have priorities that indicates which alternative re-
gion is preferred to be visited. The weights assigned to temporal eventually operators
are considered to be 1.
We encode the optimization (5.12) as MILP constraints as described in Def. 15.
Fig. 5⋅1 shows optimal trajectories found by optimizing (5.12) with different priorities
for visiting Reg1 or Reg2 as (a) pReg1 =
2
3 , pReg2 =
1
3 and (b) pReg1 =
1
3 , pReg2 =
2
3 . It is
illustrated that by optimizing the weighted robustness, optimal trajectory visits the
higher priority region between Reg1 and Reg2 as chosen by the associated disjunction
aggregator priorities p.
In the next example, we use the gradient-based optimization to solve the synthe-
sis problem for a nonlinear dynamical system, considering a weighted power mean
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Figure 5⋅1: Trajectories from the MILP implementation of ρw consid-
ering λ = 0 satisfy ϕ1. (a) Satisfaction of Reg1 is preferred to Reg2, (b)
satisfaction of Reg2 is preferred to Reg1
robustness, which we later show results in a more robust satisfaction of the wSTL
specification.
Example 14. Consider a nonlinear dynamical system given by:
x(t + 1) = x(t) + cos θ(t)v(t),
y(t + 1) = y(t) + sin θ(t)v(t),
θ(t + 1) = θ(t) + v(t)w(t),
(5.16)
and a desired task “Eventually visit Reg1 or Reg2 between [1,10] steps and eventually
visit Reg3 between [11,20] steps and Always avoid Obs and Always stay inside the
Boundary”, formally specified as wSTL formula:
ϕ2 =♢[1,10]Reg1 ∨
p Reg2 ∧ ♢[11,20] Reg3
∧ ◻[1,20]¬Obs ∧ ◻[1,20]Boundary,
(5.17)
where Reg1 = [1,3] × [7,9] or Reg2 = [7,9] × [1,3] and Reg3 = [7,9]2 are regions to be
sequentially visited within the associated deadlines. Obs = [3,6]2 is the obstacle, state
vector q = [x, y, θ] indicates position and orientation with Boundary Q = [0,10]2 ×
[−2π,2π] and initial state q0 = [1,1, π/4]. u = [v,w] is the input vector with U =
[−2,2]2, and cost function is J = 12 ∑
T−1
t=1 ∥u(t)∥
2 with T = 20.
In this example, the weighted AGM robustness ηw0,1 is used as the robustness
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Figure 5⋅2: Trajectories from optimizing ηw0,1 considering λ = 0 (solid
line) and λ = 0.001 (dashed line) satisfy ϕ2. (a) Satisfaction of Reg1 is
preferred to Reg2, (b) satisfaction of Reg2 is preferred to Reg1
function in (5.12). Fig. 5⋅2 shows trajectories found by optimizing (5.12) and achieved
up to the chosen termination criteria with different priorities for visiting Reg1 or Reg2
as (a) pReg1 =
2
3 , pReg2 =
1
3 , and (b) pReg1 =
1
3 , pReg2 =
2
3 , with and without considering
the cost function. Both trajectories satisfy the temporal specification in ϕ2. For
the given symmetrical configuration and initial state, by optimizing the weighted
robustness, optimal trajectory visits the higher priority region between Reg1 and
Reg2 as chosen by the associated disjunction aggregator priorities p (The weights
and priorities assigned to other sub-formulae is considered to be 1). In both cases,
optimizing the weighted average-based robustness generates optimal trajectories with
a higher robustness when the center of the preferred regions are visited at more time
steps. This behavior is observed due to using the non-local and non-masking power
mean robustness which is further discussed in the next examples.
5.4.2 Generalized Robustness Optimization
Example 15. Consider the dynamical system in (5.14) and a (unweighted) STL for-
mula which specifies the system to sequentially visit desired regions within associated
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deadlines:
ϕ3 = ♢[1,6]Blue ∧ ♢[7,15]Green ∧ ♢[16,18]◻[0,2]Red
∧ ◻[1,20]¬Obs ∧ ◻[1,20]Boundary.
(5.18)
Each region is formulated as conjunction over the states in the 2-dimensional space.
For instance:
Blue ∶ 7 ≤ x ∧ x ≤ 9 ∧ 1 ≤ y ∧ y ≤ 3
q = [x, y] is the state indicating position and orientation with Boundary given by Q =
[0,10]2 and initial state q0 = [1,1]. u = [ux, uy] is the input vector with U = [−3,3]2.
This formula requires the system to “Eventually visit Blue between [1,6] steps and
eventually visit Green between [7,15] steps and eventually visit Red between [16,18]
and Always stay in Red for 2 steps and Always avoid Obs and Always stay inside the
boundary”.




T = 20 and λ = 0.001, considering 3 different generalized mean robustness scores, (a):
p = −∞, q = ∞, (b): c(x) = −e−βx, g(x) = eβx where β = 10, and (c): p = 0, q = 1,
achieved up to the same termination criteria. All three trajectories satisfy the tem-
poral constraints in ϕ3. The trajectory S1 achieved by maximizing η−∞,∞ visits each
region once due to the locality and masking effects of the robustness. The trajectory
S2 which maximizes ηc(x),g(x), although visits each region more than once, captures
the same robustness score as S1. The trajectory S3 found by maximizing η0,1 visits
each region at multiple time points (maximum satisfaction in time), and visits the
centers of all (including the non-symmetrical) regions since these points correspond
to maximum satisfaction (in space). Generalized mean robustness for these signals
are compared as: η−∞,∞(ϕ3, S1) = η−∞,∞(ϕ3, S2) = η−∞,∞(ϕ3, S3), ηc(x),g(x)(ϕ3, S1) =
ηc(x),g(x)(ϕ3, S2) = ηc(x),g(x)(ϕ3, S3), and η0,1(ϕ3, S1) < η0,1(ϕ3, S2) < η0,1(ϕ3, S3).
This example illustrates that performance of the synthesized trajectory and as a
result the satisfaction of the desired specification varies for different generalized mean
robustness functions.
5.4.3 Model Predictive Control with Generalized Robustness
The Model Predictive Control (MPC) problem is generally defined as requiring a
specification ϕ with the time horizon hzϕ to be always satisfied in a hG horizon,
i.e., φ = ◻[0,hG]ϕ. This requirement can be seen as finding a control policy such
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Figure 5⋅3: Trajectories from optimizing different generalized mean
robustness scores. (a) p = −∞, q = ∞, (b) c(x) = −e−βx, g(x) = eβx,
and (c) p = 0, q = 1. All trajectories satisfy ϕ3 but with different
performance and robustness score.
that (q(q0,u∗),0) ⊧ ◻[0,hG]ϕ, or equivalently (q(q0,u
∗), t) ⊧ ϕ, ∀t ∈ {0, . . . , hG}. To
synthesize a control policy in a MPC framework, the following procedure is performed
(Sadraddini and Belta, 2015). At time step t = 0, initial state q0 is fixed and (5.12)
is solved to synthesize control policy uh0 = {uh0(t′)∣t′ = 0, . . . ,hzϕ −1} up to hzϕ. This
ensures that ϕ is satisfied at time t = 0. The synthesized uh0(0) is then applied to the
system and q(1) is found from dynamics (5.1). At time t = 1, q(1) is fixed, we reset
the time t′ and define uh1 = {uh1(t′)∣t′ = 0, . . . ,hzϕ −1} which is synthesized to satisfy
ϕ, subject to maintaining the satisfaction at t = 0. Repeatedly, uh1(0) is applied to
find q(2) and same process is continued until we reach t = hG. Note that at each time
t, the optimization is subject to maintaining the satisfaction of ϕ at the previous
hzϕ −1 times. Therefore, the synthesized policy to satisfy φ is defined as the ordered
sequence of inputs in u∗ defined below, assuming that the optimization is feasible at
all times:
u∗(t) = uht(0) where t = 0, . . . hG − 1
u∗ = {u∗(t)}t=0,...hG−1 u
hG
(5.19)
Example 16 (Finite Horizon MPC). Consider the linear system (5.14) with q =
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[x, y] ∈ R2, q0 = [2,2], and ∥u(t)∥2 ≤ 1. Assume a desired STL specification is:
φ = ◻[0,10](♢[0,4]µ1 ∧ ♢[0,4]µ2), (5.20)
where µ1 ∶ ∥q − cblue∥ ≤ r, µ2 ∶ ∥q − cred∥ ≤ r where cblue = [1.5,2.5] and cred = [2.5,1.5]
are the center of corresponding circular regions with r = 0.2. In other words, φ requires
the system to satisfy both µ1 and µ2 within 5 time steps in the future in the interval
[0,10], therefore, system has to periodically alternate between these two regions.
We use the MPC framework to find the optimal control policies that satisfy φ. Fig.
5⋅4 shows the resulting trajectories found by optimizing power mean robustness for
(a): p = −∞, q =∞, and (b): p = 0, q = 1. Fig. 5⋅5 shows the corresponding changes
of µ1 and µ2 over the entire horizon. As illustrated, the system periodically visits
the regions, and always visit each region within at most 5 time steps in the future.
Although both control policies satisfy φ, the optimal trajectory from optimizing power
mean robustness for p = 0, q = 1 tends to stay in each region as long as possible as it
leads to a higher robustness score. On the other hand, by optimizing the robustness
with p = −∞, q =∞ each region is visited once every 5 time steps.
















Figure 5⋅4: Trajectories from optimizing different power mean robust-
ness scores satisfy φ. (a): p = −∞, q =∞, and (b): p = 0, q = 1.
5.4.4 Performance of Generalized Robustness Under Disturbance
As discussed in chapter 3, p, q values in the generalized power mean robustness can
determine the conservativeness of the score. In this section, we examine the effect of
















Figure 5⋅5: Evolution of µ1 and µ2 from optimizing different power
mean robustness scores. (a): p = −∞, q =∞, and (b): p = 0, q = 1.
to the system. In the following example, we empirically argue that more conserva-
tive robustness can result in more robust control policies against noise and external
disturbance.
Example 17. Assume we introduce disturbance to the previously found optimal
system trajectory in Example 16 as:
x(t + 1) = x(t) + ux(t) +wx(t),
y(t + 1) = y(t) + uy(t) +wy(t),
(5.21)
where wx(t),wy(t) ∼ N (0,0.05) represent system disturbance with a normal distribu-
tion of 0 mean and 0.05 variance. We employ the Bayesian statistical model checking
approach (Zuliani et al., 2010) to investigate how the optimal control policies u∗
that were previously synthesized in Example 16 (without any disturbance) perform if
disturbance is added to the system. The Bayesian estimation algorithm computes the
probability of satisfaction of the given specification by a stochastic system and the
number of simulations required to achieve such probability, given a pre-determined
margin of error and confidence level. The results are presented in Table 5.1. We
can empirically see that the trajectories derived from the more conservative power
mean robustness are more resistant to noise. Fig. 5⋅6 illustrates evolution of µ1 in
10 sample trajectories obtained by applying the optimal control policies u∗ that were
synthesized in Example 16 to the noisy system (5.21).
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Figure 5⋅6: Performance of optimal control policies u∗η0,1 and u
∗
η−∞,∞
from Example 16 in satisfying µ1 if noise is added to the system.
5.4.5 Falsification with Generalized Robustness
The falsification problem is interpreted as finding a counterexample for a given spec-
ification to predict possible faults that may occur in the system.
Problem 3. [Falsification] Given system (5.1) and a STL formula ϕf over predicates
in the state q, find an optimal control input u∗ such that the corresponding system
trajectory q(q0,u∗) violates the specification at time 0, i.e., (q(q0,u∗),0) ⊭ ϕf .
Based on soundness of robustness, to find a violating trajectory for a specification
ϕf , we can check if rw(ϕf ,q(q0,u)) < ε, where ε is the lower bound of the satis-
faction margin (soundness threshold) as captured by the recursive robustness (Pant
et al., 2017). Smaller rw (more negative) corresponds to a more violating behavior.
Therefore, we can solve the falsification problem by minimizing the robustness of
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satisfaction of the specification ϕf over all allowed control inputs:
u∗ = argminu(t)∈U r
w(ϕf ,q(q0,u),0)
s.t. q+(t) = f(q(t), u(t)),
q(0) = q0,
rw(ϕf ,q(q0,u),0) < ε,
(5.22)
In the next example, we consider a continuous-time system. The optimization al-
gorithm is similar to the discrete-time to find u∗, and uses a Zeroth-Order Hold
(ZOH) input where each input value in u∗ is held constant for one sample interval Ts.
We apply this continuous-time input to system (5.1) to generate the corresponding
continuous-time trajectory.
Example 18. We use the Automatic Transmission Model from Matlab Simulink
(Bardh Hoxha and Fainekos, 2014) shown in Fig. 5⋅7, and compare the optimiza-
tion results for falsifying the continuous-time power mean robustness η−∞,∞ versus
η0,1 in computation time and performance. We show that, by using a non-local and
non-masking generalized robustness such as η0,1, we can find a more severe violating
execution. This is helpful especially in the design stage to figure out the worst per-
formance of system for a given temporal and space constraints and given limits on
control inputs and states.
Figure 5⋅7: The Simulink automatic transmission model diagram
(Bardh Hoxha and Fainekos, 2014).
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The simulation time for this example is considered T = 30, and in Fig. 5⋅7, Throttle





u1 0 ≤ t < 5
u2 5 ≤ t < 10
⋮ ⋮
u6 25 ≤ t < 30
The desired requirement of the system is considered as: “RPM must always be less
than 4000 and Speed must always be less than 100 between time 0 and 30”, formally
specified as:
ϕFalsify = ◻[0,30]RPM ≤ 4000 ∧ ◻[0,30]Speed ≤ 100 (5.23)
The falsification for this specification happens if “RPM is greater than 4000 or
Speed greater than 100”. Fig. 5⋅8 and Fig. 5⋅9 show Speed and RPM traces found by
minimizing the power mean robustness scores η−∞,∞ and η0,1, respectively. As illus-
trated in Fig. 5⋅8, by using η−∞,∞ robustness only captures the most violating part
of the signal, min( min
t∈[0,30]
(4000 −RPM(t)) , min
t∈[0,30]
(100 − Speed(t))), marked with ∗
(locality). Note that, although the speed is violating the limit after t = 20, robustness
is only affected by RPM (masking). On the other hand, the traces found by mini-
mizing the non-local and non-masking robustness η0,1 evaluate all violating parts of
both RPM and Speed over the entire time which results in a more severe violating
behavior, shown as the colored area in Fig. 5⋅9. Table 5.2 shows the average run
time, number of optimization iterations and total number of robustness evaluations
to find the first falsifying traces (first time robustness is negative) and when traces
with minimum robustness are found. The average time to evaluate the robustness at
each evaluation is 0.34ms for η−∞,∞ and 0.41ms for η0,1. Note that the time in the first
column includes the time of generating the input, running the Simulink for the gen-
erated input at each evaluation, generating the resulting trajectories and calculating
robustness.
Table 5.2: Comparison between different power mean robustness
scores, η−∞,∞ and η0,1, for falsifying ϕFalsify
η−∞,∞ η0,1
time #Itr. #FuncEval. time #Itr. #FuncEval.
First falsifying trace 23Sec. 4 35 27Sec. 7 56
Min. falsifying trace 49Sec. 14 107 54Sec. 20 138
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(a) (b)
Figure 5⋅8: Falsifying execution, (a) RPM, (b) Speed minimizing
power mean robustness η−∞,∞ determined by the single point marked
with *.
(a) (b)
Figure 5⋅9: Falsifying execution, (a) RPM, (b) Speed minimizing
power mean robustness η0,1 determined by the areas colored in red.
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Chapter 6
Safe Control Synthesis with Control
Barrier Functions
In this chapter, a framework is proposed for synthesizing optimal control strategies
for an affine safety-critical control system under STL tasks. While we assume that
only discrete-time control updates from a given bounded set are allowed, the STL
formula contains safety-critical specifications that are required to be satisfied for all
(continuous) time. In order to guarantee satisfaction at and in between the discretized
time steps, we will use Control Barrier Functions (CBFs).
Motivating Example: Assume we have an agent with the specification “even-
tually reach point B from point A and always avoid obstacle”. The circle marks in
Fig. 6⋅1 show the discrete steps the agent takes to reach B. Although these steps do
not collide with obstacle and result in a positive discrete robustness, the trajectory












Figure 6⋅1: Failure in collision avoidance in a discretized system
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In the first part of this chapter, the CBF forward-invariance property is used to
formulate a set of inequality constraints which if satisfied, can guarantee that discrete
time steps and the continuous-time trajectory connecting these steps will satisfy the
safety-critical specification. The proposed formulation does not rely on the closed-
form solutions of the system trajectories.
In the second part, the CBF forward-invariance property is used to define a
negative-value reward function in order to guarantee the continuous-time satisfac-
tion of the safety-critical specifications, without relying on the closed-form solution
of the system. This reward function is augmented with STL robustness to formulate
an optimization problem in which the trajectory of system is optimized to maximize
discrete satisfaction of the non-critical specification while guaranteeing continuous-
time satisfaction of the safety-critical ones.
6.1 Problem Formulation
Problem 4. Given system (2.16), a locally Lipschitz cost function J(q(t), u(t)), a
STL formula ϕ over predicates in the state space, and input constraints, find the
optimal input u such that system trajectory q(q0,u) starting from initial state q0
minimizes the cost and satisfies ϕ and input constraints:
u∗ = argminuJ(q(t), u(t))
s.t. q̇(t) = f(q(t)) + g(q(t))u(t),
q(0) = q0,
(q(q0,u),0) ⊧ ϕ,
umin ≤ u(t) ≤ umax.
(6.1)
Previous works solved (6.1) by adding the robustness of the STL formula to the
objective function (Saha and Julius, 2016; Mehdipour et al., 2019a; Varnai and Di-
marogonas, 2020; Gilpin et al., 2021) (as described in Chapter 5), or by formulating
STL formulae as control barrier functions and solving (6.1) to satisfy the CBF con-
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straints (Lindemann and Dimarogonas, 2019; Lindemann and Dimarogonas, 2019a).
The first approach either considers the continuous-time system which requires the
closed-form solution, or considers the corresponding discretized system which only
guarantees satisfaction of the constraints at the discrete steps and not by the original
continuous-time system. The second approach considers (a fragment) of STL formu-
lae and proposes a computationally-efficient framework for synthesis but satisfies the
constraints based on the local and masking traditional STL robustness. By combining
these two approaches, authors in (Yang et al., 2019) encoded Boolean satisfaction of
temporal specifications and continuous-time satisfaction of linear safety constraints
by linear systems as MILPs.
In this chapter, we assume the STL formula ϕ can be divided into a conjunction
of sub-formulae of non-critical class φ and critical class ψ, i.e., ϕ = φ∧ψ. Class ψ cor-
responds to the sub-formulae that need to be always satisfied in both space and time,
i.e., satisfaction of the continuous-time execution is required (for instance, always
avoiding obstacle or eventually always having a velocity within a limit). We refer to
these specifications as safety-critical specifications with the following structure:
µh ∶ h(q) ≥ 0
H ∶= µh ∣H1 ∧H2∣H1 ∨H2
ψ ∶= ◻[t0,tf ]H1 ∣ ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∣ ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∣ ♢[t1,t2]ψ1,
(6.2)
where µh is a predicate defined over the states q, H1 and H2 belong to class H which
allows for formulae with conjunction and disjunction of predicates, and ψ1 and ψ2 be-
long to class ψ which allows for formulae recursively built over always operator. Class
φ is used to denote the sub-formulae that do not require the conservative continuous-
time satisfaction. For instance, class φ contains specifications with eventually or
always eventually operators, which can be satisfied by one discrete time point or by
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a periodic sequence of discrete time points, respectively.
φ ∶= µ ∣ ¬φ ∣ φ1 ∧ φ2 ∣ φ1 ∨ φ2 ∣ ♢[a,b]φ ∣ ◻[a,b]♢[c,d]φ. (6.3)
We assume only discrete-time control updates are allowed in system (2.16), and
denote the sampled system with sampling time Ts by:
q[tk+1] = fs(q[tk]) + gs(q[tk]) utk , (6.4)
We propose an optimization framework which uses discrete-time robustness func-
tions to maximize satisfaction of φ, and the CBF forward-invariance property to guar-
antee satisfaction of the original continuous-time system execution for safety-critical
specifications ψ. The optimal input u in (6.1) is formulated with a Zeroth-Order Hold
input (ZOH), and the ordered sequence of inputs at the discrete sampled time points
is denoted by us = {ut0 , ut1 , ..., ute}, where te = t T
Ts
−1. To satisfy φ, any discrete-time
STL robustness in the literature (Pant et al., 2017; Varnai and Dimarogonas, 2020;
Gilpin et al., 2021; Mehdipour et al., 2019a) or the proposed generalized robustness
and weighted robustness can be considered in the optimization objective function.
In the following, based on CBF forward-invariance, we formulate continuous-time
satisfaction of ψ as optimization constraints that only need hold at the discrete sam-
pled time points.
6.2 CBF Lower-bound Constraints
In this section, we describe our approach to convert the continuous-time satisfaction
of STL formulae of class ψ to CBF-based forward invariance of a (safety) set. The
starting point is the observation that the satisfaction of a predicate µh ∶ h(q) ≥ 0
from (6.2), where h is a smooth function as in (2.18), can be mapped to the forward
invariance of its corresponding safe set C.
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Proposition 7. Assume system (2.16) is discretized by Ts, and at update time tk,
q(tk) belongs to a safe set C corresponding to a predicate µh, i.e., q(tk) ∈ Int(C).
Assume a ZOH input utk is applied to system (2.16) at tk. If the inequality constraint
(2.19) holds for all q(t) at tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts, the continuous-time trajectory of system
(2.16) from applying utk is forward-invariant in the safe set, i.e., q(t) ∈ Int(C) for
tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts.
Proof. The proof follows naturally from Def. 6 given that q(tk) ∈ Int(C).
In order to use the CBF forward-invariance property, we define a variable ζ from
(2.19) as:
ζ(q(t)) = £rbf h(q(t)) + £g£
rb−1
f h(q(t))u +Kbξb(q(t)). (6.5)
Therefore, from Prop. 7, we can say that system (2.16) with q(tk) ∈ Int(C) is forward-
invariant under utk if ζ(q(t)) ≥ 0 for tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts. However, this inequality has
to be evaluated for q(t) at all times tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts, which relies on the closed-form
solution q(t), and leads to an infinite number of constraints. Instead, we propose to
evaluate how ζ changes over time in the interval tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts by determining its
lower-bound.
Assume ζ is convex in its state space q, i.e., its epigraph is a convex set. This
assumption is not restrictive as it automatically holds for linear predicates µh, and in
general can be easily obtained through the values chosen for Kb in (6.5) by making
the Hessian of ζ positive semi-definite. Based on the convexity of ζ(q(t)), the first
order approximation of ζ(q(t)) is also a global lower-bound:
ζ (q (t)) ≥ ζ (q (tk)) +∇ζ (q (tk))
T
(q(t) − q(tk)). (6.6)
where ∇ is the partial derivative of ζ with respect to q, and is evaluated at q(tk).
Therefore, the right hand side of the inequality above is the lower-bound of ζ(q(t)).
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The time derivative of this lower-bound denoted by ζ̇ (q (t)) is given by:
ζ̇ (q (t)) = ∇ζ (q (tk))
T
(f (q (t)) + g (q (t))u(t)) , (6.7)
which depends on the closed-form state q(t) and input u(t) = utk . To remove the
dependency on q(t), we determine the trajectory bound of the system at the current
state q(tk) and for the given input utk from Prop. 4, and denote it by rtk(t − tk).
Based on convexity of ζ and since rtk(t − tk) is increasing in t, the minimum of
ζ̇ (q (t)) for all tk ≤ t ≤ tk +Ts denoted by ζ̇min can be defined as: ζ̇min = min(ζ̇(q(tk)−
rtk(Ts)), ζ̇(q(tk) + rtk(Ts))). Therefore, we can define the lower-bound of ζ (q (t)) as
a non-increasing function of t denoted by ζ(t) as follows:
ζ(t) = min(0, ζ̇min)(t − tk) + ζ(q(tk)), (6.8)
where at update instance tk, ζ(tk) = ζ(q(tk)), and ζ(q(tk)) is calculated from (6.5)
given current state and input q(tk) and utk :
ζ(q(tk)) = £rbf h(q(tk)) + £g£
rb−1
f h(q(tk))utk +Kbξb(q(tk)). (6.9)
In the next proposition, we show that this formulation can be used as a single
constraint in our optimization problem (rather than infinite constraints for all t) to
guarantee safety of the continuous-time system.
Proposition 8. Assume at discrete time instance tk, q(tk) belongs to a safe set C,
i.e., q(tk) ∈ Int(C), and a ZOH constant input utk is applied to system (2.16). Assume
lower-bound ζ(t) is given by (6.8). The continuous-time trajectory of system (2.16)
is forward-invariant in the safe set, i.e., q(t) ∈ Int(C) in the interval tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts,
if ζ(tk + Ts) is non-negative.
Proof. From (6.8), the minimum of ζ(t) over the interval tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts occurs
at tk + Ts, i.e., ζ(t) ≥ ζ(tk + Ts). Therefore, if we optimize utk at tk to enforce
ζ(tk + Ts) ≥ 0, we have ζ(t) ≥ 0. It is naturally observed that since ζ(t) is a lower-
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bound of ζ(q(t)), ζ(t) ≥ 0 implies ζ(q(t)) ≥ 0 and the forward-invariance in the safe set
for the continuous-time trajectory within the interval tk ≤ t ≤ tk+Ts is guaranteed.
Remark 6. For linear dynamical systems, the lower-bound ζ(t) can be obtained
directly using the closed-form solution of system as described in (Yang et al., 2019).
For general systems (2.16), we use the trajectory bound rtk(t − tk) to approximate
ζ(t).
We denote ζ(tk) associated with the predicate µh and function h at update time
tk for a ZOH input utk by ζh
tk . To guarantee the continuous-time satisfaction of
predicate µh = h(q(t)) ≥ 0 in tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts, we can formulate a single optimization
constraint as ζtk
h
(tk + Ts) ≥ 0 (without relying on the closed-form solution q(t) and
rather than checking infinite constraints ζh(q(t)) ≥ 0 for all tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts).
We next propose a recursive definition to formally enforce forward-invariance for
general class ψ formulae.
Definition 16 (CBF Lower-bound Constraints). Assume a predicate µh ∶ h(q(t)) ≥ 0
with corresponding safe set C is given for system (2.16), and at time tk, q(tk) belongs
to the safe set, i.e., h(q(tk)) ≥ 0. Continuous-time satisfaction of µh in the interval
tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts can be obtained by enforcing the following constraint for the ZOH
input utk :
ζh
tk(tk + Ts) ≥ 0 where h(q(tk)) ≥ 0 (6.10)
Given a safety-critical STL formula of class ψ, we can recursively encode the logical
and temporal operators of ψ as CBF constraints defined and evaluated at the discrete
sampled time points as follows:




tk(tk + Ts) ≥ 0 i ∈ {1, ..., d} (6.11)




tk(tk + Ts))) ≥ 0 i ∈ {1, ..., d} (6.12)
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• Predicates preceded by ◻ given by ◻[t0,tf ]µh starting from tk:





t′k(t′k + Ts) ≥ 0 t
′
k ∈ [t0 + tk, tf + tk)
(6.13)
• Conjunction of ◻ predicates of class ψ given by ⋀di=1ψi, where ψi ∶ ◻[t0i ,tfi ]µhi
min
i





t′k(t′k + Ts) ≥ 0 i ∈ {1, ..., d}, t
′
k ∈ [t0i + tk, tfi + tk)
(6.14)







t′k(t′k + Ts)))) ≥ 0
i ∈ {1, ..., d}, t′k ∈ [t0i + tk, tfi + tk)
(6.15)








t′′k(t′′k + Ts)))) ≥ 0
t′′k ∈ [t0 + t
′




k ∈ [t1 + tk, t2 + tk)
(6.16)
The constraints in Def. 16 follow directly from the Boolean satisfaction of the
corresponding operators. Note that if (6.11) holds, ζhi
tk(tk +Ts) ≥ 0 also holds for all
i ∈ {1, ..., d}. Moreover, if (6.12) holds, it means that there exists some j ∈ {1, ..., d}
for which hj(q(tk)) ≥ 0, and hj(q(t)) ≥ 0 holds for tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts.
Proposition 9. Consider a safety-critical STL formula of class ψ ∶ ◻[t0,T ]h(q) ≥ 0 with
corresponding safe set C with a finite time T . Assume system (2.16) is discretized by
Ts, and consider a ZOH input with discrete sampled time points us = {ut0 , ut1 , ..., ute}.
If q(t0) ∈ Int(C), and the CBF lower-bound constraints of ψ from Def. 16 holds for
all discrete times tk ∈ {t0, t1, ..., te}, the continuous-time trajectory of system (2.16)
from applying ZOH input us is forward-invariant in the safe set, i.e., q(t) ∈ Int(C)
for t0 ≤ t ≤ T .
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Proof. Assume q(t0) ∈ Int(C), i.e., h(q(t0)) ≥ 0 meaning that the system trajectory
q(t) is within the safe set at t = t0. If (6.13) holds, we have ζh
t0(t0 + Ts) ≥ 0 at t0.
Therefore, based on Prop. 8, q(t) ∈ Int(C) for t0 ≤ t ≤ t0+Ts, and as a result, the state
of the system at the next update time q(t1) = q(t0 + Ts) also belongs to the safe set,
i.e., q(t1) ∈ Int(C). Similarly, at state q(t1) we must have ζh
t1(t1 + Ts) ≥ 0 for (6.13)
to be true. Therefore, q(t) ∈ Int(C) for t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 + Ts, and q(t2) ∈ Int(C). This
procedure is continued until reaching discrete state q(te). Thus, (6.13) guarantees
that q(t) ∈ Int(C) for t0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Related propositions and proofs for other class ψ formulae in Def. 16 are omitted
for brevity but follow similarly.
Remark 7. We can also encode non-critical formulae φ similar to Def. 16. More
specifically, we can guarantee continuous-time satisfaction of ♢[a,b]h(q) ≥ 0 by enforc-




t′k(t′k + Ts))) ≥ 0 t
′
k ∈ [a, b) (6.17)
However, this formulation induces conservativeness for satisfaction of the eventually
operator, i.e., it requires satisfaction for at least an entire duration of sampling interval
Ts rather than a single time point.
In the next example, we show how Def. 16 can be used to verify continuous-time
safety of a system.
Example 19. Consider a second-order dynamical system ẍ = ux with q = [x, vx] and
a safety-critical formula ◻[0,T ]h1(vx(t)) ≥ 0 ∧ h2(vx(t)) ≥ 0, where h1(vx(t)) = vx(t) −
vx,min, h2(vx(t)) = −vx(t)+vx,max. In order to formulate CBF lower-bound constraints
based on (6.10), ζ is defined from (6.5) as follows:
ζ1(vx(t)) = ux + k1(vx(t) − vx,min)
ζ2(vx(t)) = −ux + k1(−vx(t) + vx,max)
(6.18)
Note that ζ1 and ζ2 are convex in the state space for k1 > 0. By tuning k1, we can
control conservativeness in the lower-bound approximation. The time derivative of ζ
is calculated as ζ̇1 = k1ux(t) and ζ̇2 = −k1ux(t). From (6.8), at update time tk we can
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Figure 6⋅2: Velocity of the system and safety constraints in Example
19, CBF lower-bound constraints are satisfied at discrete samples t0, t1
(blue) and violated at t2 (red). The dots represent the positions at
discrete times (the continuous interpolation is shown for visualization).
Discrete CBF or discrete robustness would fail to capture the violating
trajectory in (b).
define ζ as follows:
ζ1








Fig. 6⋅2 (a) shows the evolution of vx for a given input us = {−0.5,−1,−2} with
Ts = 1. Consider t0 = 0 where h1(vx(0)) ≥ 0 and h2(vx(0)) ≥ 0, and assume k1 = 2.
From (6.18) and (6.19), ζ1
t0(t0 + Ts) = 4.5 and ζ2
t0(t0 + Ts) = 2.5. From Def. 16,
mini ζi
t0 ≥ 0 for i = 1,2, guaranteeing safety of the continuous-time vx(t) in 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
mini ζi
t1 ≥ 0 also holds at t1 = 1, therefore, continuous-time vx(t) satisfies h1(vx(t)) ≥
0 ∧ h2(vx(t)) ≥ 0 in 1 ≤ t ≤ 2. Now consider t2 = 2, at which ζ2
t2(t2 + Ts) ≥ 0
(meaning that vx(t) is guaranteed to be smaller than vx,max in 2 ≤ t ≤ 3), however,
ζ1
t2(t2 +Ts) = k1ux,t2Ts + ζ
tk
1 (vx(t2)) < 0 meaning vx(t) is not guaranteed to satisfy h1
in 2 ≤ t ≤ 3, therefore, (6.11) at t2 and as a result (6.13) does not hold.
Next assume we update the safety constraint such that vx never takes values between
1 and 1.5, i.e., h3(vx(t)) = vx(t) − 1.5 ≥ 0 or h4(vx(t)) = −vx(t) + 1 ≥ 0. In Fig. 6⋅2
(b), all discrete steps at tk ∈ {0,1,2,3} satisfy either h3(vx(tk)) ≥ 0 or h4(vx(tk)) ≥ 0.
However, the continuous-time velocity from t = 2 to t = 3 violates both these safety
constraints. At t2 = 2, h3(vx(t2)) < 0, and we only have h4(vx(t2)) ≥ 0 but ζ4
tk(t) < 0.
Therefore, (6.12) at t2 and as a result (6.13) does not hold.
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6.2.1 Optimal Control with CBF Lower-bound Constraints
In order to solve Problem 4, we assume that the STL formula ϕ is written as ϕ = φ∧ψ
with non-critical class φ and safety-critical class ψ.
Problem 5. Assume discrete samples of system (2.16) are given by sampled dynamics
fs and gs and its initial state belongs to a safe set C, i.e., q0 ∈ Int(C). Based on
the CBF lower-bound constraints in Def. 16 and soundness of a discrete robustness
function r, we reformulate (6.1) to find optimal ZOH input us that minimizes the cost,
satisfies φ at discrete sample times and satisfies ψ at all continuous times starting at
time 0:
u∗s =argmaxus r(φ,q(q(t0),us),0) − λ J(q(tk), utk)
s.t. q[tk+1] = fs(q[tk]) + gs([tk]) utk , ∀tk ∈ {t0, . . . te}
q(t0) ∈ Int(C),
Constraints (6.13) to (6.16) associated with ψ are satisfied,
r(φ,q(q(t0),us),0) > 0,
umin ≤ utk ≤ umax, ∀tk ∈ {t0, . . . te}
(6.20)
where r(φ,q(q(t0),us),0) is a discrete-time STL robustness associated with φ, and
J(q(tk), utk) is the cost function. Sampled dynamics fs and gs can be found by
off-the-shelf temporal discretization algorithms such as Runge-Kutta method in Mat-
lab ode45 solver (Zhang et al., 2007)), and λ determines the trade-off between the
satisfaction of φ and minimizing the cost.
In general, solving (6.20) is difficult due to the existence of max and min functions
in the CBF lower-bound constraints associated with ψ. In (Yang et al., 2019), authors
used exact lower-bound ζ(t) of linear dynamical systems obtained directly using the
closed-form solution, and encoded satisfaction of a class ψ formula given by ◻[t0,T ]µh
as mixed-integer linear constraints. A later work (Yang et al., 2020) also proposed
formulation of ♢[t0,T ]µh as a finite time reachability problem and solved using mixed-
integer programming optimization methods.
In the next section, we reformulate the CBF lower-bound constraints in Def. 16 as
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a negative-value reward function that is added to the optimization objective function.
6.2.2 Safe Receding Horizon Control
For formulae belonging to the fragment of class ψ without ♢, i.e.,ψ = ◻[t0,tf ]h ∣ ψ1 ∧
ψ2 ∣ ψ1 ∨ ψ2, we can formulate Problem 4 as a receding horizon control.
Problem 6 (CBF Receding Horizon Control). Assume at discrete time step tk, tk ∈
t0, . . . , te, previous states of system q(t0) . . . q(tk−1) are given, and q(tk) belongs to a
safe set associated with a function h and safe set C, i.e., q(tk) ∈ Int(C). We define
the receding horizon control for (6.1) to find optimal input {utk , . . . ute} denoted by
utk ∶te that minimizes the cost, its corresponding trajectory along with the previous
trajectory q(t0) . . . q(tk−1) satisfies φ at discrete sample times, and its corresponding
ZOH input satisfies ψ at tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts:
u∗tk ∶te =argmaxutk ∶te λ1 r(φ, q(t0) . . . q(tk−1)q(q(tk),utk ∶te),0) − λ2 J(q(t
′
k), ut′k)




k]) ut′k , ∀t
′
k ∈ {tk, . . . te},
h(q(tk)) ≥ 0,
Constraints (6.10):(6.12) associated with ψ at tk are satisfied





k ∈ {tk, . . . te}
(6.21)
where r(φ, q(t0) . . . q(tk−1)q(q(tk),utk ∶te),0) is a discrete-time STL robustness associ-
ated with φ, and other variables are defined similar to Problem 5.
The formulation in 6.21, while optimizes the future trajectory (q(tk),utk ∶te) to sat-
isfy φ along with the previous trajectory q(t0) . . . q(tk−1), also guarantees continuous-
time satisfaction of ψ in tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts. Note that similar to (6.20), the constraint
h(q(tk)) ≥ 0 is automatically satisfied at tk, if h(q(t0)) ≥ 0 and the previous optimiza-
tions at t0 . . . tk−1 are also feasible.
The receding horizon control formulation enables us to deal with dynamic safety
constraints such as a moving obstacle (See Example 23).
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6.3 CBF Negative Reward Function
In this section, inspired by the CBF lower-bound constraints in Def. 16 and the
non-local and non-masking properties of accumulation/averaging functions used in
the generalized robustness definition, we define a negative-value reward function
to measure the continuous-time violation of safety constraints in class ψ formulae.
This negative reward function takes a negative value if a discrete time point or its
continuous-time trajectory violates ψ, and is 0 otherwise. We show that this function
can be added to the optimization objective function to solve the control synthesis
problem 4.
Definition 17 (CBF Negative Reward). Assume system (2.16) is discretized with
sampling time Ts and consider predicates µhi ∶ hi(q) ≥ 0 with smooth functions hi and
safe set Ci. The negative reward function σCBF(ψ,q(q(tk),us), tk) associated with
formula ψ starting at the update time tk, state q(tk) and ZOH input sequence us is
recursively defined in (6.22):















µhi ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) ∶= max
i∈{1,...,d}
(M [hi(q(tk))]− + σCBF(µhi ,q(q(tk), utk), tk))























ψi,q(q(tk),us), tk) ∶= max
i∈{1,...,d}
σCBF(ψi,q(q(tk),us), tk)










where M is a large positive real number similar to the formulation in big-M method.
In the following, we provide an explanation for the definitions in (6.22).
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• Single predicate µh:
Assume at update time tk, q(tk) ∈ Int(C), i.e., h(q(tk)) ≥ 0 and utk is applied.
If ζh
tk(tk + Ts) ≥ 0, ζh
tk(t) ≥ 0 and therefore, ζh(q(t)) ≥ 0 for tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts. In
other words, for considered utk , the continuous-time system is forward-invariant
in the safe set and [ζh
tk(tk+Ts)]− = 0. In this case, we assign a 0 negative reward
for applying utk at tk. Next, consider the case where ζh
tk(tk + Ts) < 0, meaning
that we may lose the forward-invariance property of the CBF. Therefore, to
guarantee continuous-time satisfaction, we must update utk such that ζh
tk(t)
and as a result ζh(q(t)) becomes non-negative in tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts. In this case,
we assign the lower-bound ζh
tk(tk + Ts) as the negative reward for applying utk
at tk.
• Conjunction of predicates of class H given by ⋀di=1 µhi :
At update time tk and for input utk , if ζhi
tk(tk+Ts) ≥ 0 for ∀i ∈ {1, ..., d}, all µhis
and as a result their conjunction will be satisfied in continuous-time. Therefore,
if σCBF(µhi ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) = 0 for all i, the conjunction is guaranteed to be
satisfied and a 0 negative reward for applying utk at tk will be assigned. Next
consider that there exists some j where σCBF(µhj ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) < 0. In this
case, we cannot guarantee that hj(q(t)) > 0 and as a result its conjunction
with other constraints will be satisfied in tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts. If there are multiple
constraints µhj with σCBF(µhj ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) < 0, the conjunction negative
reward will be the sum of all the µhj negative rewards.
• Disjunction of predicates of class H given by ⋁di=1 µhi :
Assume at update time tk, there exists j ∈ {1, ..., d} where hj(q(tk)) ≥ 0. If
for an input utk , σCBF(µhj ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) = 0, it suggests that there ex-
ists at least one CBF constraint µhj which will be satisfied until the next
update time tk + Ts, and its disjunction with other constraints is also satis-
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fied. Therefore, the assigned reward is 0. Next, assume for ∀i ∈ {1, ..., d},
either hi(q(tk)) < 0, or hi(q(tk)) ≥ 0 but ζhi
tk(tk + Ts) < 0 and as a result
σCBF(µhi ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) < 0. To guarantee that the disjunction of constraints
µhi is satisfied, we only need to guarantee that for some j where hj(q(tk)) ≥
0, ζhj
tk(tk + Ts) becomes positive, and σCBF(µhj ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) becomes 0.
Larger (less negative) σCBF(µhj ,q(q(tk), utk), tk) means that µhj , although may
be violated within the next update time tk +Ts, is closer to satisfaction. There-
fore, to guarantee that the disjunction of constraints µhi is satisfied, we assign
the negative reward as max
i∈{1,...,d}
(M [hi(q(tk))]−+σCBF(µhi ,q(q(tk), utk), tk)). By
using a large number M , we ensure that the negative reward will consider the
least violating µhj which at tk is satisfied.
• Predicates preceded by ◻ given by ◻[t0,tf ]µh starting from tk:
For brevity, assume satisfaction of the formula starting at tk = 0 is considered.
If the initial condition q(t0) /∈ Int(C), i.e., h(q(t0)) < 0, to be able to use to the
forward-invariance property, we need to assign h(q(t0)) to the negative reward
at t0. Now consider there exists some t′k where σCBF(µh,q(q(t
′
k), ut′k),0) < 0,
meaning that for the input ut′
k
, the continuous-time satisfaction of µh in t′k ≤
t ≤ t′k + Ts is not guaranteed. Similar to the conjunction case, we consider the
sum of all the negative rewards corresponding to ut′
k
for all t′k ∈ [t0, T ) with
σCBF(µh,q(q(t′k), ut′k),0) < 0 as the negative reward.
• The CBF negative reward for conjunction and disjunction of class ψ formulae
is defined similar to the definition for conjunction and disjunction of class H
constraints. σCBF(♢[t1,t2]ψ1,q(q(t),us), t) is defined similar to the disjunction
of class ψ formulae over the update times t′k.
Proposition 10. Consider a safety-critical STL formula of class ψ ∶ ◻[t0,T ]h(q(t)) ≥ 0
with corresponding safe set C and a finite time T . Assume system (2.16)
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is discretized by Ts, and consider a ZOH input with discrete sampled time
points us = {ut0 , ut1 , ..., ute}. If the CBF negative reward of ψ is 0, i.e.,
σCBF(◻[t0,T ]µh,q(q(t0),us),0) = 0, we ensure that q(t) ∈ Int(C) in the continuous-
time t0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Proof. From Def. 17, the CBF negative reward is non-positive at all update times
tk. If q(t0) /∈ Int(C) (i.e., h(q(t0)) < 0) or µh is violated at some t′k ≤ t ≤ t
′
k + Ts ( i.e.,
σCBF(µh,q(q(t′k), ut′k), t
′
k) < 0, from (6.22), we have σCBF(◻[t0,T ]µh,q(q(t0),us),0) <
0.
Remark 8. Similar to Remark 7, we can define CBF negative reward for non-
critical formulae ϕ. More specifically, we can guarantee continuous-time satisfaction









where t′k ∈ [a, b).
6.3.1 CBF Negative Reward Optimization
The maximum value of the negative reward σCBF for a class ψ formula is 0 when a
CBF constraint h with safe set C associated with ψ is satisfied for the continuous-
time trajectory in the horizon of ψ. Therefore, to guarantee the continuous-time
satisfaction of ψ, we can formulate a single constraint σCBF(ψ,q(q(t0),us),0) = 0.
On the other hand, if the trajectory violates h at some time tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts, the
negative reward σCBF(µh,q(q(tk), utk), tk) and therefore σCBF(ψ,q(q(t0),us),0) takes
a negative value corresponding to the applied input utk at tk. For a given CBF
constraint h and at each update time tk, larger σCBF(µh,q(q(tk), utk), tk), i.e., a less
negative value, means that the trajectory is closer to guarantee the continuous-time
satisfaction. Therefore, we can find the trajectory which satisfies ψ in continuous-time
by maximizing σCBF(ψ,q(q(t0),us),0) over all allowed inputs.
Similar to a negative reinforcement learning problem, we use a gradient-ascent
based algorithm to recursively maximize σCBF by learning from the past negative
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Figure 6⋅3: Velocity of the system and safety constraints in Example
19, with 0 reward at t0, t1 (blue) and negative reward at t2 (red), and
updated velocities from maximizing σCBF at t2 (green).
rewarded executions. Assume at iteration l of the algorithm, there exists some update
time tk where for given input ultk , σCBF(µh,q(q(tk), u
l
tk
), tk) < 0. A gradient-ascent
based optimizer with learning rate αl > 0 updates ul+1tk at the next iteration l + 1 to





∂ σCBF(µh,q(q(tk), ultk), tk)
∂ultk
(6.24)
If µh is satisfied at all times t for tk ≤ t ≤ tk + Ts, σCBF(µh,q(q(tk), ultk), tk) = 0,




Example 20. Reconsider Example 19. From (6.22), at t0 = 0, σCBF(µh1 ∧
µh2 ,q(q(t0), ut0), t0) is 0, guaranteeing that trajectory in 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 satisfies safety
constraints and no update at ut0 is needed. The same discussion holds for t1 = 1.
Now consider t2 = 2, σCBF = ζ1
t2(t2 + Ts) < 0 (assigns a negative value for the vi-
olating trajectory at this update time), and
∂σCBF(µh1∧µh2 ,q(q(t2),ut2),t2)
∂ut2
= k1 + 1 > 0.
Using (6.24), by maximizing σCBF, input ut2 will be increased in the next iter-
ation such that vx also satisfies h1(vx(t)) ≥ 0 for 2 ≤ t ≤ 3 as shown in Fig.
6⋅3 (a). Similarly, σCBF(µh3 ∨ µh4 ,q(q(t2), ut2), t2) = ζ4
t2(t2 + Ts) < 0. There-
fore, by maximizing σCBF at t2, input ut2 at next iteration will be decreased since
∂σCBF(µh3∨µh4 ,q(q(t2),ut2),t2)
∂ut2
= −(k1 + 1) < 0) as shown in Fig. 6⋅3 (b).
Example 21. Consider the 2-dimensional second-order dynamical system as in Ex-
ample 19 and the critical formula ◻[0,T ]h5(x(t)) ≥ 0 ∨ h6(y(t)) ≥ 0, where h5(x(t)) =
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Figure 6⋅4: Trajectories of the system and safety constraints in Ex-
ample 21, with 0 reward for a,b (blue) and negative reward for c (red),
and updated trajectory from maximizing σCBF (green).
−x(t) + xobs, and h6(y(t)) = y(t) − yobs. From (6.5), we have ζ5 = −ux + k1(−x(t) +
xobs) + k2(−vx(t)) and ζ6 = uy + k1(y(t) − yobs) + k2(vy(t)), where ζ5 and ζ6 are
convex in the state space, and k1, k2 > 0 are chosen using pole placement such
that (2.20) has negative eigen-values. By choosing k1, k2, we can control conser-
vativeness in the lower-bound approximation (2.19). To find ζ, derivative of ζ is
found by: ζ̇5 = −k1vx(t) − k2ux(t) and ζ̇6 = k1vy(t) + k2uy(t). ζ̇5,min is determined
by finding the minimum of ζ̇5 at vx(tk) + rtk(Ts) and vx(tk) − rtk(Ts), therefore,
ζ̇5,min = −k1(vx(tk) + rtk(Ts)) − k2ux,tk . Similarly, ζ̇6,min = k1(vy(tk) − rtk(Ts)) + k2uy,tk
, and ζ5
tk(t) and ζ6
tk(t) are found from (6.8):
ζ5
tk(t) = min(0, ζ̇5,min)(t − tk) + ζ5(q(tk)),
ζ6
tk(t) = min(0, ζ̇6,min)(t − tk) + ζ6(q(tk)).
(6.25)
Fig. 6⋅4 shows 3 trajectories of the evolution of position of system for different
given inputs. At t0 = 0, h5(q(0)) ≥ 0 and h6(y(0)) ≥ 0. Consider the following
cases: (a) ζ6
t0(t0 + Ts) < 0 and ζ5
t0(t0 + Ts) > 0, therefore, h5 ≥ 0 and as a result,
h5 ≥ 0∨h6 ≥ 0 is guaranteed to be satisfied until the next update time and σCBF(µh5 ∨
µh6 ,q(q(t0), ut0), t0) = 0. (b) similar to (a) except that ζ6
t0(t0 + Ts) > 0 and ζ5
t0(t0 +
Ts) < 0, therefore, h6 and as a result, h5 ≥ 0 ∨ h6 ≥ 0 is guaranteed to be satisfied
until the next update time. (c) both ζ6
t0(t0 + Ts) < 0 and ζ5
t0(t0 + Ts) < 0, and
ζ6
t0(t0 + Ts) < ζ5
t0(t0 + Ts) (meaning that h5 is closer to be satisfied), therefore, from
(6.22) σCBF(µh5 ∨ µh6 ,q(q(t0), ut0), t0) = ζ5
t0(t0 + Ts) < 0 and by maximizing it, the




and trajectory will be updated (green) to guarantee continuous-time safety.
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6.3.2 Optimal Control with CBF Negative Reward
Problem 7. Assume the initial state of the system (2.16) belongs to a safe set C,
i.e., q(t0) ∈ Int(C). We can combine the STL robustness of class φ formulae denoted
by r and the CBF negative reward function from Def. 17 to define a total reward
function and find an optimal ZOH input us that minimizes the cost, satisfies φ at
discrete sample times and satisfies ψ at all continuous times starting at time 0:
u∗s =argmaxus λ1 r(φ,q(q(t0),us),0) − λ2 J(q(q(t0),us),us)+
λ3 σCBF(ψ,q(q(t0),us),0)




umin ≤ utk ≤ umax, ∀tk ∈ {t0, . . . te}
(6.26)
where r(φ,q(q(t0),us),0) is the discrete robustness associated with φ and
σCBF(ψ,q(q(t0),us),0) is the CBF negative reward associated with ψ starting at
time 0, and J(q(q(t0),us),us) is the cost function. λi, i = 1,2,3 are parameters to
determine the trade-off between the satisfaction of φ and minimizing the cost and
continuous-time satisfaction of ψ.
The proposed optimization algorithm is similar to the idea of reinforcement learn-
ing (Li et al., 2019), in the sense that the best (safe and satisfying) trajectory is
learned in an iterative manner by gaining experience. At each iteration of the opti-
mization algorithm, we assign a control input, observe the resulting system execution,
and receive a reward. The reward function is defined such that by maximizing it, an
optimal trajectory is found that satisfies the temporal specifications in φ robustly,
and guarantees continuous-time satisfaction of the safety-critical specifications ψ.
To solve (6.26) which is a nonlinear non-convex optimization, smooth approxima-
tion methods or non-smooth optimization algorithms such as sub-gradient or BFGS
(Curtis and Que, 2015) methods can be used. In the following, we consider smooth
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approximation of (6.20) and use the Matlab Constrained Optimization Toolbox. We
can directly apply the lower and upper bound constraints on input, and only need to
embed the satisfaction of the STL sub-formulae φ and ψ in our optimization formu-
lation. The optimization algorithm starts with generating a random sample sequence
us, and finding the system execution q(q(t0),us) at discrete times tk starting from
the initial state q0. We iteratively update the input to find an optimal control policy
u∗s which maximizes the reward (6.26) under the imposed input, safety and temporal
constraints. For further relaxation, the constraint σCBF(ψ,q(q(t0),us),0) = 0 can
be removed from the optimization problem, and checked whether it holds for the
synthesized optimal solution.
Remark 9. In order to satisfy the class ψ constraints with t0 = 0, we require the
initial state q(0) ∈ Int(C).
6.4 Case Studies
Example 22. Consider a 2-dimensional second-order dynamical system and a cost
function J = 12 ∑tk ∥utk∥
2 with the desired temporal task “Eventually visit Blue within
[0,10] and Always avoid the Obstacle and Always stay inside the Boundary with
velocity in the allowed range”. We assume the critical and non-critical sub-formulae
are divided as:
φ1 = ♢[0,10](6 ≤ x ∧ x ≤ 8 ∧ 5 ≤ y ∧ y ≤ 7)
ψ1 = ◻[0,T ]H1 ≥ 0 ∧ ◻[0,T ]H2 ≥ 0 ∧ ◻[0,T ]H3 ≥ 0,
(6.27)
where T = 10, q = [x, y] in Q = [0,10]2 and initial state is q(0) = [1,1.5], [vx, vy] in
[−2,2]2 and u = [ux, uy] is the input vector in U = [−2,2]2, and H1 = (x−xmin)∧(−x+
xmax) ∧ (y − ymin) ∧ (−y + ymax), H2 = (vx − vx,min) ∧ (−vx + vx,max) ∧ (vy − vy,min) ∧
(−vy + vy,max), H3 = (x − xobsmax) ∨ (−x + xobsmin) ∨ (y − yobsmax) ∨ (−y + yobsmin).
Fig. 6⋅5 (a) shows a trajectory found by maximizing the discrete robustness η for
the conjunction of φ1 and ψ1 as η(φ1 ∧ψ1,q(q(t0),us),0) with Ts = 0.5 and minimiz-
ing the cost. Due to the averaging properties of η, the agent reaches the center of
the Blue region as fast as possible (region is visited at several time steps, shown to
be more robust to external disturbance (Mehdipour et al., 2019a)), and the discrete
steps satisfy φ1 and ψ1, i.e., η(φ1 ∧ ψ1,q(q(t0),us)) > 0. However, the continuous
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Figure 6⋅5: (a) Trajectory found by maximizing discrete robustness
without considering σCBF collides with obstacle. (b) Trajectories from
optimal control inputs u∗,1s and u
∗,2
s satisfy φ1 at the discrete steps, and
satisfy ψ1 at all continuous times.
trajectory connecting these discrete steps hits the obstacle. In order to guarantee
continuous-time satisfaction for ψ1 in 0 ≤ t ≤ 10, we use the CBF forward-invariance
property as formulated in (6.26). Fig. 6⋅5 (b) show trajectories obtained by applying
the control input u∗,1s at different iterations of the optimization algorithm: itera-
tion 5: σCBF(ψ1) = 0, η(φ1) < 0, iteration 10: σCBF(ψ1) < 0, η(φ1) < 0, iteration
20: σCBF(ψ1) = 0, 0 < η(φ1) < ηmax. By assigning negative rewards for the update
times at which the continuous trajectory violates ψ1 and assigning positive rewards
for satisfying φ1, further iterations of the optimization problem (6.26) will result in
trajectories that 1) satisfy ψ1 at all 0 ≤ t ≤ 10, and 2) maximize satisfaction of φ1,
3) while minimizing the cost. Two trajectories obtained by applying optimal control
inputs u∗,1s and u
∗,2
s found by maximizing (6.26) from different random initialization
(up to same stopping criteria) are shown in solid line (σCBF(ψ1) = 0, ηmax > 0). These
trajectories have the advantage of non-local and non-masking robustness, and also
guarantee satisfaction at and in between all the discrete steps. Fig. 6⋅6 shows ve-
locities of the agent from the optimal control input u∗,1s also satisfying the velocity
constraints in ψ1.
Example 23. Consider the system in Example 22 with updated specifications given
by:
φ2 = φ1 ∧ ♢[11,20](1 ≤ x ∧ x ≤ 3 ∧ 6 ≤ y ∧ y ≤ 8)
ψ2 = ψ1 ∧ ◻[11,20](−1.5 ≤ vy ∧ vy ≤ 1.5),
(6.28)
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Figure 6⋅6: Velocities from optimal input u∗,1s satisfy ψ1.
and H3 in ψ1 corresponds to a dynamic safe set. Assume system is sampled with
Ts = 0.5, and obstacle is moving in the y direction with a constant speed vobs = 0.15
given by:
yobs(tk+1) = yobs(tk) + vobs (6.29)
To guarantee continuous-time satisfaction of this dynamic safety set, additional con-
straints are needed to be considered in the optimization formulation. Consider the
configuration in Fig. 6⋅7. Based on the position of the dynamic obstacle at the current
time step htk (solid line) and the next time step htk+1 (dotted), we define a safety func-
tion h∪
tk (dashed line) such that it surrounds position of the obstacle at tk ≤ t ≤ tk+1.
Therefore, by defining ζ∪
tk for the corresponding safe set (the area outside the dashed
obstacle), we can optimize the continuous-time trajectory to be safe in tk ≤ t ≤ tk +Ts.
In order to be able to recursively guarantee the safety, at current time tk, we also
require q(tk+1) to belong to the safe set defined by h∪
tk+1 . Therefore, given that the
initial state at t0 is within the safe set h∪
t0(q(t0)) ≥ 0, at current time step tk, the
following CBF lower-bound constraints (or corresponding negative reward σCBF) are
added to the receding horizon problem (6.21):
ζ∪




Fig. 6⋅8 shows snapshots of a trajectory obtained by applying the control input
u∗s from solving the receding horizon optimization at different time steps (sampling
time is Ts = 0.5): (a) at t5, (b) at t10, (c) at t20, (d) at t25, (e) at t35, (f) at t40. The
synthesized trajectory maximize satisfaction of φ2, and the CBF constraints guarantee








Figure 6⋅7: Safety functions defined based on the current and next
position of the obstacle










































Figure 6⋅8: Trajectory from maximizing discrete robustness for φ2
satisfies dynamic CBF constraints in ψ2 at different time steps. Pre-
vious and current states of the trajectory (blue), next state given the
synthesized input (red), and current (solid-black) and next (dotted-red)




In this chapter, we propose a machine-learning based approach to specify spatiotem-
poral specifications using signal temporal logic. Our approach utilizes supervised ma-
chine learning techniques to classify spatial patterns in an extracted multi-dimensional
spatial feature space. We use the trained classifiers as spatial descriptors to measure
how strongly a spatial property is satisfied. By nesting these spatial descriptors in
STL predicates, we can specify desired spatiotemporal behaviors as STL formulae.
An optimization framework is presented to synthesize spatiotemporal patterns in a
2-dimensional model of stem cells differentiation. By using the proposed spatiotem-
poral robustness as the optimization objective function, we can find optimal param-
eters, which represent environmental conditions, that enable emergence of desired
spatiotemporal patterns.
7.1 Agent-based Model of Patterning in Stem Cells
Spatiotemporal patterning is an essential process affecting the cell and tissue types
formed during synthetic and natural tissue development. In stem cell populations,
these patterns are regulated by a complex network of biological mechanisms within
and among cells. Due to this biological complexity, most approaches to engineer stem
cell cultures are limited in their ability to control the timing of spatial patterning.
Computational models of differentiation allow us to perform quantitative studies and
easily manipulate patterns by modifying the model parameters. Recently, there have
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been several efforts to build mathematical models describing differentiation dynamics
(White et al., 2013; White et al., 2015) in stem cells. In (Glen et al., 2018), au-
thors developed an agent-based model of differentiation by modeling the changes in
the permeability of cells in a 2-dimensional system and proposed a novel mechanism
where the production and intercellular diffusion of metabolites drives the distribution
of spatial patterns. In this model, stem cells are considered to be in one of the two
differentiation states: undifferentiated (pluripotent) or differentiated. A set of mi-
croscopy images of stem cells differentiation observed in actual experiments is shown
in Fig. 7⋅1. All cells are initially undifferentiated and divide asynchronously by an
irreversible change in cell state (differentiate) due to the local dynamic interactions
and the accumulation of metabolites.
Figure 7⋅1: Microscopy images of stem cells at different times in an
experimental setting. Initial population of all pluripotent stem cells
(left), transitioning patterns observed during differentiation (middle),
differentiated cells (right) (Mehdipour et al., 2018).
The agent-based model in (Glen et al., 2018) considers a network of N(t) locally
interacting stem cells in which each cell is labeled by an integer i ∈ {1,⋯,N(t)},
where N(t) is the number of stem cells at time t. This network can be represented
by a graph G(t) = (V (t), E(t)), where the node i ∈ V (t) represents the ith cell at
time t and the edge (i, j) ∈ E(t) determines if the corresponding cells i and j are
adjacent at time t. Dynamic patterning in this system is modeled by changes in the
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Figure 7⋅2: A trace of differentiation generated in simulation. Green
and black circles represent undifferentiated and differentiated cells, re-
spectively.
concentration of a metabolite ci in the ith cell given by (Glen et al., 2018):
dci
dt
= A(ci) −B(ci) +E(ci) (7.1)
where A(ci) is the production, B(ci) is the degradation, and E(ci) is the exchange
of metabolites due to the gradient-driven diffusion between adjacent cells. The pro-





where α is the max production rate, β represents the concentration of metabolite
where the production rate saturates to half its maximal production rate, and s con-
trols the steepness of the production rate saturation. Degradation of metabolite is
described by B(ci) = bci with a constant degradation rate b, and diffusion between a
cell and its adjacent neighbors is modeled based on an asynchronous sigmoid func-
tion of permeability efficiency P (i, j, t) between two neighboring cells i and j given
by E(ci) = ∑j∈Neighborsi P (i, j, t)(cj − ci).
Fig. 7⋅2 illustrates a simulated process of differentiation given by this model
in a 2-dimensional setting. All stem cells are initially undifferentiated (green) and
transition into a differentiated state (black) over time. The parameters associated
with the metabolite concentration, especially α and β in (7.2) for both differentiated
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Figure 7⋅3: Different patterns formed due to differentiation in stem
cells.
(D) and undifferentiated (U) cells, are tunable parameters in this model. Different
values of these parameters initiates distinct differentiation process, and as a result
the spatial patterns that emerge over time vary.
In order to formally specify a desired sequence of spatial patterns that emerge in
this model, and to automatically verify if a desired sequence of patterns is exhibited
in a simulation trace, we need to define quantitative scores to measure the emergence
of the spatial patterns over time.
7.2 Spatiotemporal Pattern Specification
In this section, we propose an approach to define quantitative scores for spatiotem-
poral behaviors. Consider eight classes of spatial patterns shown in Fig. 7⋅3 that
are observed during the differentiation. These patterns may resemble random spots,
globular shaped clusters, snake-like clusters, have differentiation starting from outside
or inside of the colony, or form an inverse-snake shape.
7.2.1 Quantitative Score for Spatial Patterns
To describe and characterize different spatial patterns, we define a combination of 9
network and subnetwork spatial features, including total percentage of differentiation,
peripheral percentage of differentiation, central percentage of differentiation, average
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Figure 7⋅4: Visualization of patterns reduced from 9-dimensional fea-
tures to 3 dimension using LDA
and standard deviation of the circularity of differentiated clusters, average radial
distance of undifferentiated and differentiated clusters, average path length of the
largest undifferentiated cluster with respect to the average path length of the whole
colony and number of differentiated subclusters with less than 4 cells.
A dataset of these quantitative features extracted from 8000 patterns (1000 samples
for each pattern) is created in simulation. This 9-dimensional dataset is visualized in
Fig. 7⋅4 using a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) transformation to map data to
a lower dimension (Zhao et al., 1998). In Fig. 7⋅4, LDA with 3 components is applied
to our dataset, which covers 89% of the variance of data with first, second and third
component (LDA1, LDA2, LDA3) covering 57%, 20% and 12% of data variation,
respectively. This reduced 3-dimensional visualization helps us to realize that most
of the classes (patterns) in our dataset are partially linearly separable.
We can classify the spatial patterns in our system using a One-VS-All linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier (Furey et al., 2000). The classification rate
for our data set with 8000 samples and 9 features divided to 6400 train samples
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and 1600 test samples is 98% on the test set. We can use the trained classifiers
to check if a generated sample of system resembles a desired pattern or not, using
f(X) = sign (ωTX + b), where ω is the coefficient vector and b is the intercept of the
separating SVM hyperplane. Moreover, we can measure how far a sample is from the
boundary hyperplane using SVM geometric margin γi given by:
γi =
yi (ωTXi + b)
∥ω∥
. (7.3)
where Xi ∈ Rn is the ith n-dimensional sample and yi ∈ {−1,1} is its associated label
that determines whether sample Xi belongs to a desired class of spatial patterns. γi
measures the distance of the sample Xi to the hyperplane that separates the desired
class of spatial patterns from other classes. Therefore, geometric distance γi can be
used as a spatial quantitative metric to score the spatial patterns.
7.2.2 Quantitative Score for Spatiotemporal Patterns
In order to describe dynamic spatial patterning, we can nest spatial descriptors in
STL formulae. We can use the trained linear classifiers over the multi-dimensional
spatial feature space as linear predicates µ nested in a STL formula given by:
µi ∶=
ωTi X + bi
∥ωi∥
, (7.4)
where i indicates the desired pattern (class) and X is the n-dimensional vector of
extracted spatial features.
Based on the definition of the classifier, we can say that the desired spatial pattern
i is obtained if ωiTX + bi > 0 and is not if ωiTX + bi < 0. This definition of µ conforms
with the soundness of robustness in STL, meaning that for a trace of spatial patterns
S generated by system, robustness r(µi, S, t) > 0 if the desired spatial pattern is
satisfied within the specified time, and r(µi, S, t) < 0 if it is not. Therefore, by
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nesting spatial predicates in STL, we can build a spatiotemporal robustness score to
measure satisfaction of spatial behaviors of a system over time.
Example 24. We can describe the spatiotemporal specification “at some time within
30 hours reach the ”Snake” pattern” as a STL formula:
ϕSnake = ♢[0,30]µSnake.
Considering the sound traditional robustness (2.4) as the recursive STL robust-
ness, and geometric margin of a trained classifier (7.4) for ”Snake” pattern, we find
the spatiotemporal quantitative score of a dynamic trace S defined over the multi-
dimensional feature space as:






In (Briers et al., 2016), steady-state spatial patterns were described using Tree
Spatial Superposition Logic (TSSL) (Bartocci et al., 2016). TSSL is defined over
a complex quad-tree data structure of partitioned images and learns classifiers using
the RIPPER learning algorithm. Learning classifiers in TSSL is time consuming since
classifiers are trained separately for each pattern. Moreover, TSSL needs to find quad-
trees which are recursively constructed by partitioning the image into quadrants. It
is proved in (Haghighi et al., 2015) that increasing the depth of TSSL quad-tree, in-
creases the learning time exponentially. However, in our framework we propose to use
STL to describe both spatial and temporal properties at the same time by defining
STL predicates over spatial features. We also learn linear classifiers over an inter-
pretable multi-dimensional feature space, and by using a One-VS-All classification
approach, classifiers for all patterns can be trained simultaneously.
To compare the efficiency and accuracy of our approach, we apply TSSL over
quad-trees with a depth of 5, and compare the classification accuracy and time of
learning TSSL versus linear SVM classifier for the Snake pattern in three different
datasets with positive (Snake pattern) and negative (other patterns) samples. As
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Table 7.1: Classification accuracy and run time complexity of SVM
and TSSL for Snake pattern
Train Set Test Set Classification Rate Learning Time
Positive Negative Positive Negative SVM TSSL SVM TSSL
100 700 20 140 97.5 % 93.2 % 0.025 sec. 1.5 sec.
1000 7000 200 1400 98.1 % 96.7 % 1.25 sec. 195 sec.
5000 35000 1000 7000 98.9% 98.3% 8.5 sec. 7695 sec.
illustrated in Table 7.1, to train a TSSL classifier, we need a larger train set in order
to get a high accuracy. Moreover, training time in TSSL increases significantly with
the size of the train set. However, linear SVM in a 9-dimensional feature space gives
us a high accuracy even in small train sets, and learning the classifier is much faster.
Computing spatial robustness using TSSL is also more complex than using a linear
SVM classifier as described in this chapter. To calculate TSSL quantitative score,
we need to save individual images, construct the quad-tree representation from each
image and calculate the spatial robustness using a usually long list of complex rules
learned by RIPPER algorithm (Bartocci et al., 2016). The complexity of constructing
quad-trees grows exponentially with the image size. On the other hand, it is more
intuitive to implement and measure the robustness using the SVM geometric margin
in a biologically interpretable feature space. More importantly, these features are
independent of the colony size and shape and can be generalized to other colonies,
while TSSL uses images to train classifiers and needs large training sets of images for
different colonies. Therefore, our method allows us to synthesize spatial patterns in a
faster and more intuitive way. This computational efficiency is need to be able to add
temporal constraints in the specifications, and to synthesize sequences of patterns
rather than merely steady-state patterns.
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7.3 Spatiotemporal Robustness Optimization
Using the proposed spatiotemporal robustness ρ(ϕpattern, S), we can monitor if a trace
generated by a simulation satisfies the desired spatiotemporal specification or not,
and further quantify its level of satisfaction. Traces with larger robustness satisfy
the spatial and temporal requirements more robustly. Therefore, we can use the
spatiotemporal robustness as the objective function in an optimization problem and
find optimal system parameters Π∗ which maximize it:
Π∗ = arg max
Π∈Ω
ρ(ϕpattern, S),
s.t. model dynamics (7.1),
ρ(ϕpattern, S) > 0
(7.5)
where Π is the set of tunable parameters in our system belonging to the space Ω.
Optimization (7.5) illustrates that we can formulate the spatiotemporal pattern syn-
thesis problem as a simple parameter synthesis problem. This framework leads to
finding promising parameters (which are mapped to environmental conditions) that
can encourage emergence of desired spatial patterns at desired times.
In order to synthesize global spatiotemporal differentiation patterns, we should
efficiently explore the parameter space Ω to find the best environmental conditions
leading to the emergence of desired patterns. Since the objective function in (7.5)
and dynamics of our model are non-convex and non-differentiable, we use a heuristic
optimization algorithm called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to solve the formu-
lated parameter synthesis problem. PSO iteratively evaluates the objective function
for different values of parameters until it finds an optimal solution (Pedersen, 2010).
Optimization begins by initializing each particle of the swarm with a random position
pi and velocity vi, where pi is the parameter value in the feasible search space and
vi defines the search direction from the current position toward the optimal solution.
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At each iteration, PSO evaluates the objective function to determine the current best
particle position pbesti and current best swarm (considering all particles) position p
s,
and updates particles’ velocities to move them towards their new positions and closer
to the optimal position:
vi ← αvi + βprp (pbesti − pi) + βsrs (p
s − pi) ,
pi ← pi + vi.
(7.6)
rp, rs are random numbers rp, rs ∼ (0,1) and α,βp and βs are user-defined parameters.
The termination criterion is met either if ps does not change after some consecutive
iterations or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
7.4 Case Study
In this section, we test our proposed algorithm for synthesis of 3 spatiotemporal
specifications.
Example 25. Assume desired spatiotemporal specifications are defined as STL for-
mulae as follows:
• ϕ1 = ♢[t1,t2]◻[0,T ]µOutside
which reads as “eventually between [t1, t2] hours reach the pattern ”Outside”
and always remain in that pattern for T hours”. Given a trained classifier for
this pattern, the spatiotemporal robustness of this formula is recursively found
as:








• ϕ2 = ♢[t1,t2]◻[0,T ]µInside ∧ ◻[0,t2]¬µRandom
which reads as “eventually between [t1, t2] hours reach the pattern ”Inside” and
always stay in that pattern for T hours and always avoid ”Random” pattern
between [0, t2]”.
• ϕ3 = ♢[t1,t2]◻[0,T ]µGlobular ∧ ♢[t3,t4]◻[0,T ′]µSnake ∧ ♢[t5,t6]◻[0,T ′′]µInverse-snake
which is a sequence of patterns reads as ”eventually between time [t1, t2] reach
the pattern ”Globular” and always remain in that pattern for T hours and
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eventually between time [t3, t4] reach the pattern ”Snake” and always stay in
that pattern for T ′ hours and eventually between time [t5, t6] reach the pattern
”Inverse-snake” and always remain in that pattern for T ′′ hours”.
Spatiotemporal robustness of ϕ2 and ϕ3 are found recursively similar to ϕ1.
We tune 2 parameters αd and βd in (7.2) for differentiated cells and fixed other
parameters in Ω. Inspired by analysis of the model in (Glen et al., 2018), tunable
parameters vary in Ωαd = [e
−6, e−2] and Ωβd = [0,1]. Due to non-determinism and
stochasticity in our system, traces produced for the same initial parameters may be
different. Therefore, we are interested in determining parameters Π∗ such that the
resulting traces on average satisfy desired specifications. For this, we maximize the
expected value of robustness in (7.5) by calculating the sample mean of robustness
of traces generated for each parameter set. The PSO optimization is distributed
on a cluster with 16 processors at 2.1GHz to reduce the optimization time. Traces
generated with optimal parameters on an initial colony with 365 cells are shown in
Fig. 7⋅5. In Fig. 7⋅5(a), ”Outside” pattern is reached at t = 27 hours and cells remain
in that pattern for 3 hours. Fig. 7⋅5(b) illustrates that ”Inside” pattern emerges at
t = 3 hours and is held for 4 hours while always avoiding ”Random” pattern. In Fig.
7⋅5(c), a sequence of ”Globular”, ”Snake” and ”Inverse-snake” patterns is observed,
satisfying the spatial and temporal constraints in ϕ3.
Our results obtained from the combined machine learning and STL optimization
framework show that spatiotemporal patterning for three desired traces is achieved
by modulation of only two parameters αd and βd in the metabolite production Hill
function (7.2). The proposed spatiotemporal pattern synthesis formulation which
employs simple STL descriptors to define dynamic patterns is more computationally
efficient than using the complex spatiotemporal logics. Therefore, this framework
can advance the goal of engineering multicellular systems by identifying experimental





Figure 7⋅5: Traces generated for optimal parameters satisfying desired
specifications: (a) ϕ1 = ♢[20,40]◻[0,3]µOutside, (b) ϕ2 = ♢[0,10]◻[0,4]µInside ∧





8.1 Summary of the Dissertation
The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows.
• A unified family of sound and correct quantitative semantics was introduced for
STL based on generalized power means and functional means. The proposed
robustness definition, called generalized mean robustness, was parameterized
by two continuous values which allowed to impose desired conservativeness to
the satisfaction of STL specifications. It was illustrated that this definition
was useful for comparison of different system behaviors with respect to a given
temporal specification.
• An extension of STL was presented to enable formal specification of user pref-
erences. The extension, called Weighted Signal Temporal Logic (wSTL), aug-
mented weights with Boolean and temporal operators to capture desired pri-
orities and importance in temporal specifications. It was illustrated that this
definition was useful for evaluation of system behaviors with respect to a given
specification with user preferences on satisfaction.
• Supervised machine learning techniques were proposed to automatically infer
power mean robustness parameters, and satisfaction preferences of operators
and specifications from labeled data.
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• Two control synthesis frameworks were proposed to find control policies to sat-
isfy a given wSTL specification. The first approach used mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) implementation and provided exact solutions, however,
was suitable for linear systems and simple STL formulae. The second approach
used gradient-based optimization algorithms and was suitable for general non-
linear systems and generalized mean robustness, however, it had the drawback
of convergence to local optima.
• A framework was proposed for synthesizing optimal control strategies for an
affine safety-critical control system under STL tasks. Using the forward-
invariance property of control barrier functions, a negative-value reward
function was defined to measure violation of safety-critical specifications in
continuous-time. This negative reward function was combined with STL ro-
bustness to formulate an optimization problem in which the system trajectory
was optimized to maximize satisfaction of the STL task while guaranteeing
satisfaction of the safety-critical requirements.
• A framework was provided to describe spatiotemporal behaviors in networked
systems by embedding spatial descriptors derived from machine learning tech-
niques in STL. The expressivity of the framework for specifying spatiotemporal
patterns in networked cell systems was demonstrated, and the proposed quanti-
tative semantics provided an effective verification and synthesis framework for
the purpose of controlling the spatiotemporal patterning.
• The spatiotemporal pattern synthesis problem was formulated as a parameter
synthesis optimization and solved for a biological system using particle swarm
optimization. It was shown that this technique enabled detection of optimal
parameters that would lead to emergence of desired spatiotemporal behaviors,
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and hypothesis about biological mechanisms that can control the appearance of
new patterns or sequences of patterns.
8.2 Future Directions
The ideas presented in this dissertation can be extended in multiple directions. Some
areas that can be further investigated are included, but not limited to the the cases
discussed below.
With respect to the weighted STL and specification of preferences, future work
may investigate formal frameworks to identify conflicts between specifications in a
system, and formalize the control synthesis problem based on the priorities and pref-
erences. Another area of improvement is to study more advanced learning techniques
to design the data collection procedure, infer preferences of STL formulae from data,
and provide guidelines on assigning weights by the user.
With respect to the robustness and control synthesis problem, directions for fu-
ture research include extending the framework to be used in deep neural networks to
be able to accomplish more complex tasks in real time. There has been a growing
interest in learning controllers using neural networks (Yaghoubi et al., 2020). The
most recent works in (Aksaray et al., 2016a) and (Leung et al., 2020) present frame-
works for learning controllers under temporal logic tasks, and (Li et al., 2019) has
further improved the framework by adding CBF as a shield to guarantee safety of
the controllers. Due to the history-dependency of the STL satisfaction, a recurrent
neural network (RNN) framework can be employed to keep track of the history of
the system in the memory units. This framework can also be combined with CBF to
determine control policies that satisfy STL tasks under safety constraints (Liu et al.,
2020a).
Formal spatiotemporal verification and synthesis is a relatively new research topic
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with numerous areas that are yet to be explored. As presented in this dissertation,
general machine learning techniques can be used as spatial descriptors to specify
spatial patterns. For more complex 3-dimensional spatial structures, graph based
metrics can be useful. A similar idea is presented in (Appleton et al., 2019) where
graph matching techniques are used to find similarity between a desired 3-dimensional
structure and a candidate structure. Given a model of the growth of cells for a state
machine produced from a genetic circuit, quantitative shape descriptors based on
graph similarity is defined, and by nesting these spatial descriptors in the STL pred-
icates, a spatiotemporal robustness can be defined. This robustness can be used to
automatically verify whether a 3-dimensional structure resembles a desired structure,
or to synthesize spatiotemporal structures in a 3-dimensional spatiotemporal system.
Another area to be explored is employing the proposed weighted robustness and
generalized robustness in new spatiotemporal logics to improve the spatiotemporal
expressivity and evaluation measures. One powerful logic that is encouraged to be
studied is Spatio-Temporal Reach and Escape Logic (STREL) (Bartocci et al., 2017),
which has spatial operators that are useful for multi-agent monitoring and control
purposes in time-varying networks (Mirzaei et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2020b).
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